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FAIR and colder tonight and Tuesday is
the weatherman's best
guess.

THE warmest temper-

ature of the year,

82,

was registered Saturday; minimum last
night, 41.
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CONSTITUTIONALISTS expect to THE BANDIT CHIEFTAIN IS ABOUT JUDGE LAMER AND FREDERICK
HEAR OF CAPTURE OF CITY
LEHMAN OF ST, LOUIS WILL
TO TAKE THE CAPITAL, AC
AT ANY MOMENT
REPRESENT AMERICA
CORDING, TO RUMOR
Juarez, Mexico, May 11. News of
the fate of Tampico- still- is awaited
here by constitutionalist officers with
the greatest expectancy. While unconfirmed rumors have reached here
through unofficial channels that General Pablo Gonzales and General Luis
Caballero, In command of the consti- tutlonalists, have captured the city,
officials here believe the main attack
on the position of General Zaragoza
has not yet been pressed home.
They place supreme confidence,
however, on the masterly handling of
the artillery by Major Manuel Prieto,
who is In charge of the constitutionalist guns. Major Prieto is a graduate, of Chapultepeo military academy,
and is expected to open the opportunity for a dash by dismounted troopers of Gonzales and Caballero.
The federal position, it is reported
here, is extremely strong. Protected
on the one side by the Panuco river
the
and on the other by the Laguna
federal entrenchments are said to
eommand "what is virtually the only
approach to the center of 'the city.
If this position is carried, however,
the federals will be cut off from retreat except by boat.
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STRIKES
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Chicago,

STORM IN IOWA
May 11. A storm which

COLORADO ' LEGISLATURE
WILL GREAT PATRIOTIC DEMONSTRA
PASS A LAW COMPELLING
TION MARKS BURIAL OF

passed over western Illinois and eastern Iowa today, caused considerable
damage to .property In a number 'of
towns. ' In Davenport, ' Iowa, roofs A
(were blown . oft several , residences.
Huge hail stones fell In many places.
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WHO PARTICIPATED PRESIDENT WILSON 'GOES
TO
IN LUDLOW BATTLE WILL ...
NEW YORK TO PARTICIPATE
iN FUNERAL SERVICE 'y :
BE PUT ON TRIALT

GUARDSMEN
LAW ANNULLED
Washington, May 11. Tlw. Texas
RAILWAY
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providing that a person
should not act' as freight railway conductor .without- - Eaving had two years' DISARMAMENTS CC:rtlN 11 G
vtK
experience as a freight brakeman, except in cases of emergency, was to- REGULAR ARMY
MEN IN TRINI- - STARS AND STRIPES ARE WOUND
by
day annulled as unconstitutional
DAD
ARE
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MORE
ABOUT BIERS OF THE NINEthe supreme court.
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'
CITY ORDERLY
;

COLONEL

11. Associate
May
Washington,
Justice Joseph Ruker Lamer of the
(Uniited States supreme court and
Frederick W. Lehmann of St Louis,
former solicitor general, have been
selected by the president to present
hia views before the South American
mediators in the Mexico mediation
negotiations at Niagara' Palls1, Can-her- e
ada. Secretary Bryan made this of-ficial , announcement today.
a third representative
Whether
would be appointed Mr. Bryan declined to indicate, stating that It could be
assumed there would be no other.

Washington, May 11. Persistent
rumors from Mexican sources that the
revolutionist leader, Zapata, in the
southern art of the republic, is an immediate menace to Huerta and to
foreigners in Mexico City, . led the
state department ' today to seek all
possible information on the subject.
Foreign ambassadors and ministers
"Whose countries have diplomatic
representatives in Mexico City, were
appealed to by the department to investigate thoroughly alarming rumors
concerning Zapata'a threats and the
actual movements of his forces. The
department also asked the foreign diplomats for information as to actual
conditions in Mexico City, particularly
the rumors that Huerta's position Is
rapidly weakening.
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LIKELY ZAPATA A MENACE A SUPREME CO URT VERA CRUZ ONCE
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1914.

Harbin, Manchuria, May 11. Southard Al. Warner, United States consul
at Harbin, committed suicide today
In a hospital where he was undergoing treatment. Mr. Warner held the
appointment here since August 1912,
but had been in the American consular service since 1904. He was born
in Washington, D. C, In 1881.
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MAYO DEAD

schools
Vera Cruz, May
New York. May II. Colonel John
New York, Ma.y 11. The dead maDenver, May 11. The, bouse passed
opened here today with native In- C. Calhoun Mayo, democratic national on second
for
consti- rines from Vera Cruz were landed oa
a
bill
a
reading
structors and the same machinery as committeeman from Kentucky" died
tutional amendment granting' the state American soil today, and city, stats-an-d
before the occupation by the Ameri- here this afternoon at the hotel where
enact a comnation paid their tribute.
can troops., If the experiment is suc- be has been ill since April 23. jsJR assembly the power to
Two hoursi before the city was astir
law. for the settlearbitration
pulsory
cessful General FunBton plans to rement of industrial disputes and pro- 19 f
coffins ewre remove!
establish the entire school system of
vide penalties for Its enforcement from the boat deck of the armored
the city. This plan Is In line with TIPTON ELECTED
The approval was given In committee cruiser Montana and placed on' caishis policy to gradually restore all
of the whole without opposition.- The son a on the plaza in Battery park.'
local Institutions "under Mexican law.
house then begatt consideration of the Few witnessed this- ceremony, but
The recent trouble by Americans
TREASURER
thousands later lined the streets to
STATE
gun bill.
venturing Into the Mexican city has
arbitration measure watch the slow procession wind its-waThe
compulsory
resulted in tightening all outpost
to the navy yard.
reads:
lines. Natives awoke to the realiza- LAS VEGAS MAN IS HONORED BY "
not since the Dewey par"The
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Perhaps
general
hereby
assembly
tion today that American occupation
THE NEW MEXICO COLUM-BIAto enact laws for compul- ade has there been such a spontanempowered
had added a new holiday t0 the long
KNIGHTS
sory arbitration of all labor disputes eous demonstration.
That, however,
Huerta's Intentions Questioned
list prevailing lnMexico. Many Amerand to provide for enforcing the- de- was a noisy tribute to a returning
Vera Cruz, May 11 Emilio Rabassa, icans appeared yesterday wearing
Las Cruces, N. M., May 11. The cision of the arbitration board or
victor; this a. reverent one to the reAugustin Rodriguez and Luis Elguero, white boutoniere4 nd today natives state convention of the Knights of
s
turning dead.
the three peace commissioners ap- learned that they had been observing
after a most A similar measure has passed the
today
adjourned
Weather could- not have been betpointed by President Huerta to rep- "Mothers' day" unjnr ediot by Gen- successful meeting. The convention senate on second
7
ter. The sky was almost cloudless
reading.
cone
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resent him at the Niagara
eral Funston, following President
Mexican federal risoners at Fort
waa more largely attended than any
and there was just enough breeze to
Progress in the consideration of
to make a dash for liberty are ference, who will sail late today for son's proclamation, V
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house was stiffen, afloat and ashore, the thou-bills
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the
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Vera Cruz is freest gambling, probdiscredited at the jfiead quarters of the Havana, en
ico, a big delegation from El Paso delayed today by printing of a number DAUU3 vi lia&& wiiivu utrw .1 uau uiasu.
clothed with full power, nominally at ably for the first 4i'9 li centuries.
coming up by automobile. A large of amendments. When the measure Silent thousands, long before
con- This extensive vice.,1 which was
gadief General John J. Persuing said least, to sign an agreement or
class of candidates was initiated and to regulate the sale and purchase of lesan making their way .tow;V"fsi
diaagtrQi;f t, the poorer niurdi ewttuwUsiB aa. thowiwy.
w asf ce ad P, ?p resoi tative er Manhattan; others tnaiwt-fcr- J
today hwas confident Lieutenant CoL vention.
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ment providing that whenever a per was to halt briefly;" still
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ferred
other
ample
power
plague spots
ly watching
escorted the prisoners north, if there
of Loretto. A- - delightful violated an order of the governor to bridge, and finally a great few
of
the
Sisters
had been any serious possibility of an ity to judge, counsel, carry on busi- city's life, long regarded as institu- evening was spent and toasts were re- disarm the penalty should be deporta- gathered at the navy yards wh.
Carothers Joins Rebels
ness and sign any agreement or tions, with the intention of stopping
outbreak.
sponded to by officers of the order, tion from the state. The amendment eulogies were to be said. Many wore
El Paso, Texas, May 11. George C.
them. Even the old Spanish Sunday
Two troops of the Twelfth cavalry, treaty whatever."
was seconded by C. J. Leftwich.
and elect
little bows of black; others wore
at
consul
States
Mexicans'
United
here, custom of bull fighting may be for past, present was
Carothers,
Many prominent
which were to have guarded the Mex
chosen as the. next
Fe
In the discussion that ensued sev- bands of black on their sleeves.
Santa
of
Torreon and special representative
,
ican prisoners have been sent to the however, are not inclined' to regard bidden.
)PreM!dent Wilson arrived in the
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to
He
expects
stitutionalist leaders.
commissioners to place no insur- ior. General Funston is encouraging
by three companies of the Twen- the
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mountable
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Tipton, of Las Vegas; state advocate, mously adopted the Van Tllberg reso- friend, Colonel E. M. House, andl
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and San Luis Potosi.
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of Albuquerque, was appointed state legislature could aid in composing the navy yards to receive the natton'sRodrigo Quevado, leader of a guerilla port of a plot to free the Mexican tlon, which they feel would not unite tleships are enjoying more shore leave
chaplain, and Dennis Chaves, of Albu situation by the enactment of lawB dead on government ground, but at
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'
the Brooklyn navy yard. Secretary
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American military practices Information received by them. " The the members of the board of county
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Troops Leave Torreon
The presiheld
Sao Pedros Island drove the Mexican
Colonel Edward Verdeckberg, Colonel the services
TJalSed States Is violating the armis- yesterday gave new impetus to re- tax cases will he considered in the
ATbe last of the constitutionalist
- dent's reply was delivered With slow
LinM.
out
harbor.
the
of
Colonel
Gor?:e
Lee,
George
were ex- transport Corrlgan
this time complaining that the ports that the rebels are preparing to evening.
troops remaining
The yacht Iola has been towed from tice,
genfelter, Major J. B. Goodwin, Major impresslvenesB. His voice was low
war
the
war
with
transports
final
front
by
a
deliver
charter jf
today,
coup, probably
pected to start for the
W. A. Jolly. No officer was selected anxi fervent and his face was grava.- Guaymas to La Paz, by the Cleve;ri,aecording to Roberto V. Pesquiera, land. The Iola is the yacht on which department is a direct violation.
artillery said to have been brought up
to succeed Captain Ralph Dora as a "Mr. Secretary," he said, "I know
from Monterey.
fxsonfidential agent of General Carran- - Arthur
:, ,
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member of the court and no action the feelings which characterize all"
Payne, a wealthy young man
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jiTwb,, returned here today from of Menlo Park, Calif, started for Pocos, Tex., May 11. Leon Carde- If Tampico falls
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Torreon. after a conference with hia
whether Dora, who Is now stationed that can be expressed In elofinoBee)
It was two weeks overdue nas Martinez, the young Mexican rebela toward
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chief. .
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IN JAVA in the Routt county coal fields, can or oratory. For my own ' part,
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at Guaymas and had been reported whose case developed an internation.
General Rdul Madero, with the
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY, MAY

TWO
die of July. This is earlier than anticipated. NeedlesB to Bay the country will welcome such a highly desirable event Business men and all
uion whom the responsibility for initiative depends have been harassed
and perplexed by government interference and an excess of new legisla
tion that has unquestionably been the
main cause for the present depression
in business. This policy has not only
BUSINESS DEPRESSION WILL BE produced a discouraging state of public mind, but has made lit practically
RELIEVED WHEN WHEAT
impossible to make plans for the fuIS HARVESTED
ture, without Incurring dangerous unWhen business gets a
certainties.
New York, May 11 The stock market is workta;? Its way through a rest from legislative meddling, courseries of difficult leu, and there still age will revive; and there is no doubt
remain two distinct and opposing sets but that business will quickly respond.
of influences which may at any time The political outlook is still in many
alter the present drift of affairs. Chief respects unsatisfactory and unsettling,
of the favorable factors are easy although the belief grows in well
circles that radicalism will remoney, fine crop prospects and expectations of a favorable decision regard- ceive a decided setback through the
next election. At present
ing railroad rates. Time money is ballot at the
our
are unconsciously dolawmakers
are
funds
and
accumulating
abundant,
to
their
best
multiply empty dinowing chiefly to the general slackness ing
of business. The only thing to pre- ner pails, instead of trying to restore
prosperity. During the first four
vent still cheaper money Is the
of gold exports, particularly months of the current year the new
to Paris, where forced liquidation is Incorporation in principal states of the
still going on. As affecting the gold United States aggregated only 363,same
the
movement the course of our foreign 000,000, against $888,000,000
trade is also interesting. Our exports time last year. This- - astonishing
continue on a liberal scale, but the shrinkage of about 60 per cent in new
is largely attributed to polarge increase of Imports under the enterprise
- litical conditions.
baldown
the
to
tends
tariff
new;
keep
The most potent factor in the finan
an oo of trade, which in March amount- situation is of course the Mexican
cial
a
our
in
favor,
ei to only 4,800,0OO
much smaller balance than usual, problem. Thus far war has been suc
which is significant A most impor- cessfully averted. It must be admitted,
tant element In the money situation however, that in high political circles
n
there ia very little confidence in the
may finally be the possibility of
in Mexico, which would prove success of mediation' Should mediaan expensive undertaking and would tion fail no one can tell what may fol
necessitate both a bond issue and low. It ia to be hoped that intervention will be avoided, and that Mexico
heavy new" taxation. The new banking
effect
to
into
go
early will be allowed like any other nation
law is expected
in the autumn, and this will be an or any other individual to work out
additional source of confidence so far its own salvation. Should we be forcas the money situation is concerned. ed into intervention, which heaven
As for the crop outlook that is excep- forbid, that may be a long and costly
we nave seen the
tionally brilliant, the government re- struggle. Perhaps
of the Mexican
worst
effects
of
the
condition
a
port Just issued showing
the
but inmarket
pon
as
difficulty
winter
cent
wheat,
for
95.9
of
per
come
and
would
as
a
shock
tervention
compared with 91.9 per cent a year
new
a
of
would
series
loose
whole
set
85.5
of
ten
average
a
and
year
ago
estimates activities which must materially affect
jer cent The most reliable
calculations entering into the future.
of
a
crop
are that this suggests
bushels of winter wheat; and As Just said, the money and security
if the spring crop reaches its present markets might be) affected by bond
promise of about 300,000,000 we will issues. Business would be temporar
have a crop of approximately 900,000,. ily unsettled by new taxation, it being
000 bushels. This spells prosperity reported on good authority that the
for the wheat belt Even if these administration is contemplating the
of stam taxes, taxes on cofearly estimates should be cut down, imposition
and beer; also a fureiicjar
tea,
as is unlikely before the harvest, the fee,
In the income tax. Such
increase
ther
to
as
so
unusual
of
is.
increase
margin
would of course
.practically Insure a bumper crop. This changes in the tariff
in
fresh
necessitate
readjustments
railroads
the
''
traffic
for
VS-TV' of money to spend by buslness.y Armed Intervention would
the wheat belt Other also costl vast expenditures in certain
directions which would of course stimulate certain lines of business, particseason Is somewhat lata
pression steadily gains that ularly those engaged in furnishing
cessions will be made to the army supplies. Altogether the Mexiuads In the matter or rates at on can situation is a most unfortunate
early date. Current railroad earnings one, and cannot legitimately be interare still unsatisfactory, though much preted as a favorable market future.
less so thaji In February and March. Nevertheless, it may serve to turn ie
A few roads report fairly encouraging public mind from ills upon which it
jrross results; others showing heavy has dwelt too long and perhaps too
declines, not only in gross, but partic- seriously. War often stimulates Inr
ularly in net results. While the roads flation; and military invasion of Mexwill undoubtedly be assisted by a ico would ultimately be followed by a
moderate advance, in rates, it Is pos- more peaceful invasion of American
sible that they will continue to show capital and labor, which will redound
the effect of a smaller volume of to the benefit of the United Slates.
spring traffic for some time to coma In the long run any operation, howNevertheless there are reasons1 for be- ever costly it may be, that will inlieving that the worst of the depres- sure! peace and prosperity to Mexico
sion in this respect has already been with its vast territory and fifteen milpassed. Perhaps the most encourag- lions of people, will be an element of
ing news is that of the expected ad- future prosperity for the United
journment of congress before the mid,- - States.
Aa for the future of the stock mar
ket, it would, seem as if prices should
Blood
be more responsive to good news than
to bad news. The latter has been
Knocks Rhesimlisin largely discounted. Values of many
good stocks are still very low. There
is a fair demand for bonds which
A Remedy That Flushes the proves
that capital is awaiting Investment when terms are satisfactory.
Blood from Head
General trade is quiet and may posto Fool.
the
sibly so continue throughout
summer. This is confirmed by conditions in the Iron trade, which however shows a slight tendency towards
betterment As said above easy money
and good crops will do much toward
business revival; but for the time being Mexico is the controlling factor,
there the
and upon developments
course of the market must largely deHENRY, CLEWS.
pend.

AN IMMENSE CROP

WILL SAVE THE
SITUATION

inter-ventio-

r

Irrigates the
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Tt) e?t Hd rtf rhonmitism
ontM
the blood b completely flushed not a mere
makeshift an by salts and pain killers. Th
ligw" record baol 8. 8. S. Is Important to
'onod Its way Into every
eetion 0f the nation. It U the most widel?
used and most widely tnlked-o- f
remedy
tnere
al blood tmnbip,,.
ADd lt i,
that rheumatism Is primarily
fct
Pwn
a blood trouble.
1
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It la conceded by the closest! students of
the aubject that rheumatism ia caused In
noat cases by an acid condition of the blood
and aggravated by the remedies commonly
naed for relief, in other cases rheumatism
Is the result of nerve
la still
other It Is the effectdepression;
nf mime vitiated
blood condition, bavins been treated with
mercury, iodides, arsenic, and other poisonous mineral drngs.
The recoveries of all these types of
H. 1s a
rheumatism bv the nut nf H.
wonderful tribute to the natural emeacy of
remarkable
this
meiilciue, for it la assimilated Just as naturally, just a specittcally,
as
ad just
well ordained as the most
acceptable, most Palatable and most readily
dlfTested food. Do not fall to get a bottle
01

.
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ft.

.

cooay, But Insist
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For a Torpid Liver
"I have used Chamberlain's Tablets
off and on for the past six years when
ever my Bver shows signs of being
In a disordered condition. They have
always acted quickly and given me the
desired relief" writes Mrs. F. H.
Trubus, Sprlngville, N. Y. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
KNIGHTS

OF COLUMBUS

GATHER

LITTLE

IN TYPE

Humanity Answers to Environment,
Irrespective of Blood or Other
Causes of Racial Differences.

POLL

TAX UNPOPULAR

Santa Fe, May 11. Every man
must pay his poll tax. The department
of education has asked the office of
the attorney general to make an example of certain offenders .in Taos
county.
County Superintendent Jose Monta-ne- r
of Taos, reports that he has had
good success in collecting the poll tax
in every school district except to. the
county seat. Montaner had several of
fenders sued by the school board clerk
but the justice of the peace ruled
against the school district and to add
Insult to injury, the justice of the
peace and constable presented a bill
of some 1 13, asking the school district
to pay for it
'
Mr. Montaner has written the department of education and Attorney
General Frank W. Clancy has been
asked to appeal the cases to the district court, while Mr. Montaner has
been instructed not to pay the bill.
The attorney general's office passed
on another poll tax, question today.
An officer stationed at Servllleta, Taos
county, asks whether he can vote at
the local option election which has
been set at Servllleta for May 25, even
though he paid his poll tax at
The opinion tells him that he
has a right to vote where he has established his residence, no mattor
where he paid the poll tax.

Prejudice should be omitted from
the traveler's outfit, declares F. O.
Aflalo, in the Fortnightly Review.
The tourist who leaves home in ths
assumption that every German is a
fl
every American a braggart,
and every Italian a Lothario is aura
to meet with awkward disappoint-meats- ,
and will certainly Impair his
own chances of getting the fullest enjoyment cut of his experience. Generally speaking, so far, at any rate, aa
European nations are concerned,
human nature is approximately homogeneous, and there is much to be said
for Mr. Beloc't contention that the differences between the nations are
grossly exaggerated, and that, in face
of a common Mohammedan or Mongolian enemy, these differences would,
as likely as not, altogether disappear.
Travel teaches appreciation of another
uniformity of type, and that is the
likeness between hillmen, dalesmen,
coastmen, men of the plains and
islanders all the world over.
Each type reflects its environment
irrespective of political allegiance or
religion. I do not here refer to ths
affinities between WelBh and Briton,
or between the peasants of Andalusia
and Morocco, for these are cases of
blood relationship. Tha response to
environment is illustrated rather by
tha close resemblance between the
Moslem mountaineers of the Caucasus
GIRL8 IN BAD HEALTH
.
and Christian hillmen of the Alps, or
Hundreds of girls go to work day
between the mariners of half a dozen
races bordering on the Mediterranean. after day, afflicted with some ailment
peculiar to their sex, dragging one
ONE THING THAT JOB MISSED foot wearily after the other, working
always with one eye on the clock
Man of Many Trials Was at Least and wishing for closing time to coma
Bvery such girl should rely on Lydia
Spared Experience That Befell
Mr. Brown.,
B. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to
restore her toa normal healthy conThe talk turned to expletive elodition, then work will be a pleasure.
quence at a recent smokeeat when For
forty years this famous root and
Ohio
White
of
Congressman George
said that there are times when the herb medicine has been
lurid language of father might seem successful in controlling the diseases
to be Justified.
of women.
Why don't you try it?
Some time ago a party named Brown Adv.
,- .'
bought an automobile, and, after
taking a few lessons at the wheel and
BEAVERS NIBBLE TREES
putting up the price of a license, he
Santa Fe, N. M., May 11. Page B
and wife whizzed forth to see the
Otero, special deputy game warden,
scenery.
Everything rattled on as beautifully has returned from a trip through iRio
as joy bells for about two miles, and Arriba county gathering information
then the machine stopped in the mid- on complaints about the beavers dedle of the road. Whereat father hustled
valuable fruit trees. Mr.
stroying
out to take a look, and, thinking
'
Otero
that there has been a
says
could fix things, he got down on his
hands and knees and crawled under good deal of damage and permits were
A second later there came a wild yelp issued to kill beavers in certain locafrom papa.
lities. The beavers will not give any
"Henry! Henry!" expostulated wlfey more trouble, however, until the fall
from her seat in the car. "Don't swear as they are now
burrrowing instead
so! Why can't you be patient, like
of
''The recent rains
Job?"
of
snow
have raised many
and
melting
"Like Job!" violently exclaimed
father. "Say, woman, do you think of the streams in Rio Arriba," said
Grande at
that Job ever had his nose caught in Mr. Otero. The
a c'og wheel?"
was four Teet nine Inches
above normal yesterday. Mr. Otero
said that he visited the Ojo Caliente
Progress at Price.
"Who has not heard of the Vale of
Springs and that the proprietor, AntoKasbmere?" musically inquires Tom nio Joseph, son of the late delegate
Moore, implying that any cue who in
'congress, intends .to build a handventures on a negative answer
some
hotel to replace the building dethereby stamps himself as a
forever. Now, after a lapse of more stroyed by fire. A gang of men is af
than a hundred years, the United work on a branch of the Denver and
States consular service is repeating Rio Grande six males a(bove the
the query, though varying the spell- springs and a new station is to be
ing and intent.
established about a mile from there.
Moore was thinking of temples,
''The valleys of Rio Arriba and Taos
grottoes, fountains, moonlit nights and counties are
going to see the greatfor lovemaking afopportunities
forded by the famous valley. The est fruit crops In many year," said
consular service is thinking of wool, Mr. Otero. "The weather has been
timber, waterpower and openings for ideal for fruit and the trees will give
American manufactures.
a bumper crop."
Progress? Of course but progress
for which a price must be paid, and
TO SETTLE GOVERNORSHIP
at times tha price seems high. There
Montgomery,
Alay May 11. For the
are moments when the tourist wontime
second
within
a month the demoders whether ancient castles or modern chimneys along tha Rhine repre- cratic voters ojt Alabama today engagsent tha mora ruthless form of spolia- ed in a general primary, Today's prition; and tha query is even mora mary was in the nature of a run-of- f
pertinent when the factory system is contest to determine the candidates
suddenly Introduced among submis- for places on the state and county
sive workers of tha Orient
tickets in which the results of the pri
mary last month werei not decisive.
Opposed to Knighthood.
The state ticket today contained only
Coke of Norfolk, who , eventually
went to the lords as Earl of Leicester, six names, D, B. Comer and Charles
was furious when threatened with a Henderson being the contestants 'for
knighthood, relates the London Chron- governor, Dr. A. A Personal and J. A.
icle. After1' an attack on the prlnca Wade for commissioner of agriculture
regent's life in 1817 Coke was chosen and William L. Martin and D. H. Rid
to present him with an address from dle for attorney-genera- l.
The definite
the Norfolk whigs. They congratu- results of the
will
not be
primary
on
his
lated him heartily
escape, but known, before tomorrow.
concluded by beseeching him to "dismiss from his presence and council
those advisers who by their conduct CHRISTIAN CHURCH CONVENTION
had proved themselves alike enemies
Gainesville, Texas, May 1L J.
to the throne and people." On learn- Campbell White of New York, Dr. Q.
ing the terms of the proposed address, S. Medbury of Des Moines, R, A, Long
the regent, who knew that Coke valued of Kansas
City and several other
his position as commoner above everyof - national promiworkers
Coke
"If
enters
my
thing, declared,
nence
are
on
the
program for addresspresence, I shall knight him." When
this threat was reported to Coke ha es at the state convention of the
replied, "If he dare try to knight' me, Christian Churches tn Texas, which
I swear I'll break his sword."
was opened here today with a large
attendance of delegates. The" proPoint Well Taken.
ceedings of the convention will conA Devonshire lady once sent to her tinue until the end
of the week.
son a pair of trousers by book post,
which is, of course, cheaper than par
HAMILTON TO WELCOME DUK
eel post.
Hamilton. Ont.. Mar 11. -- ArrangeThe postal officials wrote to her:
"Clothes cannot be sent by book post ments on an elaborate scale have been
If you will refer to the Post Office completed for the reception and enterGuide you will see under what condi- tainment of the duke of Connaught,
tions articles may be sent by book governor-genera- l
of the dominion, and
post."
his
who
are
to pay a visit to
party,
After a few days the lady replied:
"I have looked in tha Post Office Guide Hamilton tomorrow. Th business sec
and find that articles which are open tion of the city is profusely decorated
at both ends may be sent by book with flags and bunting in anticipation
post. And if trousers are not open at of the arrival of the vice-regparty.
both ends I should like to know what
La-gun-a.
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The three most , popular dancing
model corsets from three well known
lines and the absolute ease and com-fo- r
of these models commend them
for general wear.

Bon Ton Corset
The one illustrated, comes only to
waist line, no bust, finished with two
Inch elastio top, French coutil, average figure.
j
,
PRICE $3.50

La Vicloire Model
Made of
Jersey with satin bound top, two inch bust, practically
free from boning, average figure.
PRICE $3.00
non-elast- ic

Royal Worchesler Model
Two inch bust with set in elastic
goring to give) perfect freedom at
waist, embroidery trimmed, coutil.
PRICE $2.00

Suit Sale All This Week
These suits are selling rapidly. If you haven't been here, better
come tomorrow, as the savings are extraordinary.

Kidney and Bladder Trouble
Everybody Satisfied
,

Everywhere people are taking Foley
Kidney Pills, and are so satisfied they
urge others to take them also. A. T.
Kelly, Mcintosh, Ala., says: "I recommend them to all who suffer from
kidney troubles and backache, for they
are fine." Best thing you can, take
for backache, weak back and rheumatism, o. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv..
FEDERATION

$10.00
$12.50
$18.50
$27.50
$37.50

Spring Suits

and
and
and
and

$15.00
$22.50
$35.00
$45.00

.

Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring

Subscribe for The Optic

.
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

$ 5.0O

9.45

13.75

22. SO

27.50

OF MUSICIANS

Des Moines, Ia., May 11. The nineteenth annual convention of the American Federation of Musicians assembler! in this city today and was
called to order by President Joseph
N. Weber of New York. The roll call
showed an attendance of delegates
from .many of the leading cities of
the United States and Canada. The
sessions will continue five or six days
and will be devoted to the consideration of numerous matters relating to
the welfare of band and orchestra
organizations. The federation was
organized in 1S96, as the successor of
the old National League of Musicians
and has been affiliated with the American Federation of Labor since its
first year.

Special

Feel Dull and Sluggish? Start Your
Liver to Working!
It beats all how quickly Foley Ca-

GOA L M

thartic Tablets liven your liver,

Suggestions for

Graduation Gifts
LOOK OUFL STOCK OVER.
b2lSixtK st
. Baer's Curio

over-

CAPITAL

Frank Springer,

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
soloists, assisted by the saengerbund
chorus of 700 male voices and a children's chorus of 1,00. The instrumental music will be furnished by the St
Louis Symphony orchestra.
,
Stubborn Cough la Wearing and
Risky
Letting a stubborn cough "hang on"
A

in the spring is risky. Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound heals raw inflamed surfaces in the throat and bronchial tubes makes sore, weak spots
sound and whole stops stubborn,
tearing coughs. Refuse substitutes. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

:

,

Subscribe for Tha OpUn

SURPLUS

PAID IN
50,000.M

J. M. Cunningham, Preside

fJB WOOD

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

come constipation make you feel
lively and active again. J. L.
Ft. Worth, Texas, says: "My
disagreeable symptoms were entirely
removed by the thorough cleansing
Foley Cathartic Tablets gave me."
They're a wonder. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store Adv.

TEXAS SAENGERFEST
Dallas, Tex., May 11. Incoming
trains today brought many delegates
and visitors to the annual saenger
fest of the Texas State Saengerbund,
which opens a three days' festival at
the Fair Park Coliseum tomorrow. The
city is in festival garb and the air
la filled with the music of the bands
which accompany many of the dele
gations. Taking part in the concert
programs will be a number of noted

per cent discount on Tenneriff
and Mexican Drawn Work
10

I100.000.M

it

'

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
K. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

t.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

SAVINGS BANK
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$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WM. O. HA TOON.
H. W. KTTCT.LT.
D. . HOSKINB
.

President

.
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-
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London MaiL

By Mail

Models

Albuquerque, May 11. Milton Dow,
as administrator of the effects of M.
B. Atkinson & Sons, was awarded a
verdict for $3,701 against Gross Kelly
& Company, a corporation, in tne district court Saturday. The defendants,
through Reed Holliman, thoir attorney, gave notice of appeal.
It appears from a review of the
facts in the case that Atkinson &
Sons were indebted 'to Gross Keiiv &
Company and that M. B. Atkinson
gave them a check for $2,300. Next
day Mr. Atkinson died and the defendants. Ignorant of that fact, cashed the
check four days later. In addition to
the check Gross Kelly & Comapny got
a chattel mortgage covering property
worth $793, and foreclosed under it
The administrator demanded the return of the cash and goods, which he
held belonged to the estate, and on
the defendants' refusal to surrender
money or goods, brought suit Mar-ro- n
& Wood were the plaintiffs counsel. The plaintiff is awarded costs,
as well as interest on the cash which
the defendants heldi.
Helps

South SidoRflja
will be fair and cold.

Order,

Three New Dancing

COURT DECIDES IT WAITED TOO
LONG TO CASH A CHECK
OF MR. ATKINSON

.

Schenectady, N. Y., May 1L Hun
dreds of Knights of Columbus from
all parts of New York have arrived m
Schenectady to attend the annual
state convention of the order, which
began a three days' session today.
Many of the visiting knights are ac
companied by their wives and daugh
ters. An extensive program of balls.
receptions and automobile rides has
been arranged for their entertain ts."

You will be
acrent a aubotltute.
astonished at the results. If your rheumatism U f auoh a nature thar you would
to consult a great apeeinllst eonfiden-tinllv- .
write to the Medina! rpt.. The Swift
fptxiHe Co., 538 Swift bids.. Atlanta, Ga. ment.
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Interest PaJd On Deposits
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ENGLAND SPENDS
LITTLE

THINE

BIG SUM FOR
DRINKS

INCREASE

OF- - $25,000,000 DURING

THE PAST TWELVEMONTH
IS REPORTED
London, May 11. The drink bill
of the United Kingdom for the past
year shows an increase of 25 million
dollars. The United Kingdom
whose mission Is to decrease the
consumption of alcohol to liquors,
makes this report and suggests that
the Increase is probably due to unprecedented prosperity, for the kingdom had never experienced a greater
wage bill. The encouraging feature,
according to the arilance, is a decrease shown In the per capita con
sumption, which attained its maximum
during similar trade revivals in 1874
nd 1899,
A discourasinar feature is the in
crease in the consumption of spirits,
which leads with an increase of U
267,000 gallons. Beer is second with
1,002,000 gallons, and wine third with
131,000 gallons'. The share of each
individual in the United Kingdom in
the drink bill' for 1913 was $18, while
the average for a family of five per
sons was $90. Since these figures' do
not allow for the boys and girls under
15 years of age and .the total abstain- ' ers, it may .be assumed that among the
drinkers the average per capita ex
pense for drinks J much higher than
stated.
During. 1911, 2,802 men and 2,074
women were certified to have died in
England and Wales alone as the result of alcoholism. This number does
not Include those whose deaths have
been acc'erated by the use of alcohol.
TW.W. C Sullivan is quoted la the re
port as making the estimate that 10
per cent of the suicideR of the United
Kingdom are due to the use of alco
holic stimulants.
A startling feature of the Infant
mortality flgiwea furnished by. the al
liance is the fact that in 1912, 1,176
babies under one year of age were
suffocated while sleeping with their
parents or other elders, and the or
ganization claims that most of there
cases can be laid at the door of
Indulgence. The organization
also points out the effect of alcohol
on the physique of the race, on crime
and .on divorce.
Alli-uvc- e,

alco-Jioli-

.

o

By 8USANNE GLENN.
Jan went to ths station with Uu
others to teU him good bye. Jane wai
always a brave little thing. accepUui
whatever life brought without mucl
murmur. And Ufa hadn't been lariat
with gifts at the little brown house.
So that is the last of the Greys al
Grey's Crossing." said the men, when
the train bad switched round the
curvs. "Wonder how long it will be
before the name changes? I should
think Rod might haw been better off
right hers."
We always thought you and Rod
ney would make a match of it, Jane,"
the women added, "especially since
you were both left alone, so."
'I suppose we know each other too
well to be very sentimental," smiled
Jane. But she slipped her hand into
her pocket and grasped the key to the
little Grey cottage to be sure she was
not having an unhappy dream.
But Jane did not have much time
to mourn the absence of Rodney
Grey from Grey's Crossing. She had
to keep the hens laying and the garden and the berry patch productive to
ensure food and clothing for the coming winter.
People said Jane looked over-wored. and that she must have a hard
time of it making a living off her lit
tle place. "Seems to me," they always
ended, "that a nice little thing like
Jane has always been, ought to find
a good husband somewhere. They did
not know about the hours she spent
in loving care of that cottage Bcross
the road. "Mrs. Grey would have felt
so dreadful to have had it neglected,1
she told herself as if some excuse
were demanded for ber own
k

At rare Intervals letters came from
queer, outlandish places. Once Koa-ae-

y

wrote asking her to rent the place
if she could get anything for it "You
deserve something for the care you
save given it all this time," he said.
Once he sent a check that took Jane's
breath, in answer to her statement
that the roof needed patching. "Do
what fixing is necessary to keep the
)ld place from falling to pieces," he
wrote, "and keep the rest for your
self." And when she returned that
money, after paying the local carpenter for repairs, saying that ehe could
lot think of accepting so large a sum,
the longest letter of all arrived.
"You see, I've prospered out here,
Tane," it said. "I had to sit down
wd think how that check would have
looked to me in Grey's Crossing, not
to be really offended with you for returning it."
So Jane began picturing Rodney in
he place of the millionaires about
nhorn she read Rodney riding about
a private car, Rodney in fine ral
uient smiled upon by beautiful women
he could scarcely conceal resentment
.vhen the neighbors wondered
"hpw
Each
Rod was getting on, anyway.
iresh picture of glory which she proud
ly yet reluctantly "drew seemed to remove him further from her, but-shlid not experience despair until the
.light she heard of the petition for
ihanging the came of the Grey's Cross
mg postofflce to "Paterson." "There's
ao ureys Here any more, explained
the circular of the petition, "and the
Patersons have done a lot for the
town; it don't seem more than fair."
Jane took the pen he held ready for
her and bent above the paper. "I 1
can't do it," sho gasped. "ItH go
through without my signature, I reck
but 1
on. Maybe I'm
never can agree to have that name
changed."
'I suppose it will make a sight of
talk if Jay tells what I said," she ad
mltted to herself, and the thought kept
her awake at- an unusual hour. "I
don't know what possessed me, any
way. I never did like changes as some
folks do. The Grey house is here, yet.
whether any of the family is or not"
And she lifted her head from her
troubled pillow to look across to
where she knew the dark bulk of the
house would be showing in the star
light A bright light was shining
from the kitchen window!
Although Jane had lived alone so
long, she was a timid little creature
after a charming, feminine fashion,
but brave as a lion in the face of duty.
'I've got to go over there," she whis
pered. "I ve got to see who Is In that

Without anasthesia or moderji instruments, native surgeons among the
Bedouins of the Algerian hinterland
toave become so ski'ful that they do
not hesitate to undertake operations
as delicate as trepanning. This report
who,
is brought by H.
accompanied by his wife, has just returned front a scientific expedition
among these almost unknown, nomad
ic tribes, of the desert. The explorer
and hisi wife lived among the natives
and established the closest relations
with the ruling sheiks of remote vil
lages.
They found that surgery had grown
to be a really skilled profession. Hylwas lucky enough to
come into contact with a friendly
Arabian nhiysician who arranged a
meeting for him with eight of the tribal
surgeons. From them he collected a
mass of interesting Information and a
valuable collection of native surgical
instruments, Their saws, lancets and
orobes are of the crudest design, but
prove highly effective In the hands of
their native operators. The only train
Ing these native siurgeons (have is in
struction from their fathers. Very
few of them are able to read or write.
Trepanning operations are probably
more common in this country than
anywhere else in the world because of
the frequency with which the natives
Tesort to stone throwing in a fight house.
The use of an anaesthetic la (unknown
Feeling about In the darkness she
conwith all haste, and stole noisesuch
dressed
with
j
and pain is regarded
from her own door. She had al
seem
lessly
the
Impervious
that
people
tempt
saw one case most reached the center of the Grey
to it Hylton-Simpsowhen the kitchen door was flung
in which a boy was operated on for yard
back and Rodney Grey stood
suddenly
small
a
of
removal
lif teen days for the
in the opening.
revealed
piece of skull. The operation was suc
"Jane," he cried, as the light shone
cessful and the patient recovered. Be- on her white, scared face, "I never
sides surgery the natives' claim to thought of this I thought
have discovered two hundred cures for asleep,
"How did you get in?" gasped Jane,
various diseases.
almost too weak to stand.
''I pried open that hoof to the old
woodhouse door. It was dark at your
house so I thought I would not disturb
you for the key. I never thought of
SCHOOLBOY
your seeing the light and being fright
Hylton-Simpeo-

n

FOR steady, summer
easy work. Must
be bright neatly dressed, and
under fourteen years of age.
Give references and mention
day and hour when parent
will come with boy for Interview.' Good pay. Splendid
training. Write to Box 1,
Optic office.

.

sensation-Irregula-

r,

wlirbe a companion for him and cheer Adv.
him up."
In Bplte of all this, Rodney was not
cheerful. In fact, he looked quite
ACT WILL NOT
melancholy the afternoon Jane went STAMP
vcr to sit with him while the nurse
went to the city for a
DE PUT INTO FORCE
'Ill wheel you out on the west porch,"
the said cheerfully. "I want you to
lee how fine the old dahlia bed is
ooking. Isn't it fortunate. If you had GOVERNMENT WILL RAISE WAR
o be ill, that it could be here in your
REVENUE IN MANNER EASY
dd home?"
ON THE PEOPLE
"It hasn't made any difference,
tane," he blurted out as If glad to un- Washington, May 31. A compre
urden himself. "That has troubled
hensive
plan for the raising of money
a
I ought to enjoy being here, but
on the war if mediation
to
carry
do not What is the matter with
should finally fall and the offensive
ne, anyway?"
"Oh, you have a roving disposition, opertationa against Mexico should be
suppose," answered Jane, pleasantly, carried on, has been devised by the
infolding a bit of sewing from the lit secretary of the treasury and the
le basket beside her. "There goes Jay
leaders In congress. It con
Jrownell," she continued. "He Is clr- templates:
elating a paper to have the postoffice
Tli .
first, uu emergency appropriation
lame changed to 'Paterson,' seeing
here are no Greys here, any more.
Then her sewing seemed to absorb
ter attention, and there was silence
ave for the buzzing of bees along the
ate flower border. The quiet flowerHied garden, the porch with Its silent
rorker and Its" cozy tea table spoke
uddenly of peace, a peace that floodid the heart of Rodney Grey.
'Jane," he said eagerly, leaning to- vard her, "I know now what it Is I've
teen missing all along It's you, Jane!
've wanted the garden like this, and
rou with your sewing telling me the
telghborhood happenings, and some- me to eat supper with me." He laughMi out
happily, like a boy. "Do you
understand, Jane? I've been a fool
er I didn't know!"
There was another nice, comforting
Hence on the little porch. Then Rodtey smiled at the top of Jane's head
there It rested against his shoulder.
1 guess they'll not need to change the
tame of the postofflce," he said, with
leep satisfaction.
Copyright, 1913, br the MoClure - News
half-holida-

emergency appropriation of $50,000,-00therefore soon would be exhausted.
It is at this juncture in the operations
that the secretary of the treasury
would be called upon to float a loan.
law
Section 40 of the Payne-Aldric- h
which was not repealed by the Underwood-Simmons
tariff act, authorizes
au issue of bonds to the extent of
$200,000,000 for any emergencies that
may confront the treasury. The secretary of the treasury also has available an authoriztation of $38,000,000
in Panama bonds which have not yet
been floated. Loans therefore may
be easily made up to a total of

it would not be well to issue bonds
$100,000,000. This sum, together with such emergency appropriation
as might be made by congress would
be ample, It is believed, to keep things
going until the extraordinary revenue,
laws were In operation and collections
from them being turned itno the
treasury.
If present plans are carried out congress will not revive the stamp act
There Is an
of 1898 in its entitrey.
uneasy feeling in the minds of the
leaders that many people throughout
the country disapproval ten course of
the administration in beginning warmovements against Mexico.
like
Therefore they &r& reluctant at tills
time to devise revenue measures that
would lay the burdens of the war directly on practically ever individual
in the land. The stamp act of 1898
was levied on a multitude of articles.
many of them of every day
d

0

Indirect taxation will be invoked in
this instance. For example, the tax
beer will be doubled. Customs
duties will be levied on tea and coffee, products that are now admitted
tree.

Chamberlain's Liniment
This preparation Is intended espe
cially for rheumatism, lame back.
sprains and like aliments. It is a fa
vorite with people who are well ac
quainted with its splendid qualities.
Mrs. Charles Tanner, Wabash, Ind.,
says of it, "i nave round Chamber
lain's Liniment the best thing for
lame back and sprains I have ever
used. It works like a charm and relieves pain and soreness. It has been
To what extent the administration used by others of my family as well
would go in making bond issues for
war purposes is a question that has HEARINGS ON COMMISSION BILL
not yet been decided. It has been
Washington, May 11. For the purtentatively determined, however, that pose of ascertaining the opinions of

the railroads and other large corporations on the administration interstate:
commission bill, the senate committee on Interstate commerce began
Series of public bearings in this city
today. The bill would provide lor
commission of five members which,
would be authorized to "investigate
the organization, business, financial
condition, management and its relations to other corporations, of any
corporation engaged in such, commerce as congress has the power to
regulate under the constitution." The
commission also would be empowered-trequire report from any corporation, to make publro the information.
thu obtained, and t recommend, kot
legislation which it considered necessary to the public welfare.
Whooping Cough
"About a year aso my three boys
had whooping cough and I found
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the only one that would relieve their coughing and whooping spells, I continued
this treatment and was surprised to
find that It cured the disease in a very
short time," writes Mrs. Archie
Crooksvllle, Ohio. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
Dal-rymp-

REFORMED

CHURCH

SYNOD

Lancaster, Pa., May 11. Delegates
from every section of the country we
arriving in Lancaster to attend the
triennial meeting of the general Synod of the Reformed Church of the
United States. Numerous matters of
vital Interest to members or the denomination are scheduled for consideration at the sessions, which will begin tomorrow and continue for one
week. Rev. James I. Good, the retiring president of the synod, will deliver the opening sermon, following
which the election of hia successor
will take place, ' -

-

-

paper Syndicate.)

HICROBE

THAT

EATS

METAL

Student Discovers Bacillus
That Has Specific Action on
Iron and Steel.

English

Although science knows a hundred
that devour the hu
man tissues and cause all sorts of mal- idies, and also many that eat plants,
roots, dirt wood and clothing, it has
never been Imagined that there was
jne capable of eating up bits of steel
and iron. Yet the discovery Just made
bv E. M. Mumford. an English stu
dent, shows that this Is the case.
A bacillus that has a specific action
upon solutions of iron and steel was
obtained by Mr. Mumford from the
,
Bridgewater canal tunnels at Wors-leyLancashire.
This new species of bacillus varies
in its digestive action upon iron and
steel compounds according to whether
it acta in the presence or absence ol
air. When oxygen is present the iron
is precipitated by the germs as iron
bog ore, while in the absence of oxygen no iron salts are formed.
g
This
germ Is a short mi
of an Inch
crobe about
long. It grows readily on potatoes and
in color. It
then looks greenish-browalso colonizes in milk, gelatine and
agar.
It also forms an iron digestive Juice
or enzym, which acts upon iron just
as the germ Itself does.
iicro-organis-

The most efficient Electric Stove on the market
if

NO MORE DRUDGERY FOR

THE HOUSEWIFE
HaJf Price All This Week

iron-eatin-

n

FRY

-

REGULAR S5.00 VALUE

Not Like Father.
An old Irishman who had a good
deal of money, but who wasn t very
particular about his habits or con
duct lived in Chicago. His custom
was to go down town about once a
month on a spree, and then come back

and beat his family and break the
fruniture. "His aged wife who had
stood him for many years, was blind
Finally he died, and his children
gave him a fine funeral. They had
plenty of money now that the old man
was dead, and bo tney spread mem
selves. At the church there was
elaborate ceremony. The blind widow
was dissolved in woe. She cried and
cried all through the service, paying
scant heed to what was going on un
til the eulogy was pronounced. She
ened.
listened. The parson referred to the
"I should not have seen it once out dead man in glowing terms. After
of a hundred times," she stammered, about ten minutes of this the aged
thinking of the reason for her wake- widow nudged her son and whispered
fulness. "But I'm real glad to see you,
"Danny, do they be bavin' two fun
Rodney " He went down the starlit erals here today?"
path then and shook hands with ber
Of Course Not
and insisted upon going with her
across to her own door. "You will
"The idea of dozing while I was sing.
come over and have breakfast with bag"
"You-wermei she insisted, "There Isn't
singing a lullaby, weren':
thing in , the bouse over there, you you?"
know."
"Yes."
"That Is like you. Jane. Yes, IH
"Then I couldn't pay your art any
come, thank you."
higher coiayUmonL"
you-wer-

WANTED

could

0

BRAVE

A

a

A.' R.
MISSOURI
of $50,000,000, or as much as the
bar gnfted that ths
exceedingly fresh and pretty llttls wo- Sedalla, Mo., May 11. Though the president may deem necessary..
across the tabU from Rodney regular program of the G. A. R. state
Second, a bond Issue of $100,000,-00Grey next morning had not closed her encampment does not begin until toor more as the exigencies of the
yes the night before.
morrow
visitors
and
situation
many
may require.
delegates
"It hasn't been all pleasure, by any
Third, the enactment of legislation
means." be was telling ber in his old have already arrived. The city Is
Impulsive way. "At first It was ex- profusely decorated for the occasion. revising the revenue laws so as yield
citing t6 make money, but that palled The gathering will continue two days a steady income after the emergency
after a little, for I didn't know what and will include meetings of the appropriations and the proceeds from
to do with it and I've never loved Woman's Relief Corps, Ladies of the th bond issue have become exhausted.
money Just for the mere possession. G A. R. and other organizations affiIn a conference With Representative
I've traveled some, but that gets
liated with the veterans.
chairman of the house
Underwood,
mighty tiresome after a while. A spell
will originate' any ex-that
committee
back, I thought if I could get here to
that may be
legislation
traordinary
the old place I'd be satisfied, but I
Bladder
Relieves
Distress and
the
of
don't know It seems different than I
Weaknes
needed, Secretary
Treasury Mc- thought someway. I don't know that Irregular, painful blaJder weaknesses Adoo said that there is now in the
I shall stay long, after all."
disappear when the kidneys are strong treasury a free fund of approximately
But he reckoned without the rotten and healthfully active. Take Foley $80,000,000; of this it is estimated that
old back steps which gave way undei Kdiney Pills for that burning, scald$50,- painful action- - it would be safe to appropriate
his unaccustomed weight twisting his ing
war
dissore
for
and
bladder
purposes.
000,000
feeling
knee under him painfully. Jane beard heavy,
his call and summoned help. Jane tress. You will like their tonlo resWith the assembling of a volunteer
effect
the relief from pain
torative
sent for the doctor and ordered a
In the field It Is estimated that
army
no
results.
Contain
quick good
nurse from the city a nice, cheerful harmful
war
the
O.
G.
expenses of the government
drugs. Try them.
young man, she bargained for, "who Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
would run up to $1,003,000 a day. An

lfo om

BOIL

The coils glow red-hthe
instant the current is turned
on and reach full working
heat in FIFTEEN SECONDS
ot
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TOAST

Cooks Anything

PHONE YOUR ORDER EARLY BEFORE''
THEY ARE ALL GONE
;
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to The Optic. It sure had us going.
Santa Fe New Mexican.

Vataa, New Mexico for trans-oissi- o
through the United States
a second class matter.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
.
Copy
Ob Week
On Month

er

1 .06

.15
.65

Om Tear

7.60

Dally, by Mall
One Tear (In advance)
Vz Months (In advance)
One Tear (In arrears
Cte Months (In arrears)

...

$6.00
3.00
7.00
3.75

The supposed difficulty, in writing
skillful advertising, in the case of
gome merchants, Is a bugbear in the
way of publicity work. It occasion
ally happens that merchants never
advertise because they feel that they
have too' little '"tune,-- ' or too little
that shall
brains, to writ advertising
1
have selling powefc
, Yet a well written advertisement is
not a matter of smart sentences, hum
orous conceits, or literary gifts. It is
slninly the art of talking direct about
your (rood a and their prices, as
merchant would talk to a man over
the counter. Anyone who is able to
conduct a store can do it
The force of these statements was
finely Illustrated in an actual experi
ence that came to the ears of the
writer a sh6rt time ago. One of his
friends Is' a business man who had
tad some success in advertising and
inselling a' proposition of his own
vention. He had no special gifts or
tricks of expression. Yet he succeed
ed in selling his goods.
Feeling perhaps that a trained ad
vertisement writer could do still bet
ter, he sought out' a competent and
highly trained man in that line in
the nearest large city, talked over his
proposition, and showed him tiles of
his previous publicity " work. The
professional writer took the material
and put quite a lot of work intw pro
ducing a' form letter. It had all the
ear marks' bt professional
work. It was smooth, personal, Inti
mate, arid clever.
The work was eccepted and sent
.
out to the mailing list
ter of the proposition liked the letter
so much that he expected double re
turns. But to Jils surprise, the re
turns were only about a third as large
as. those he had previously secured
tale
from his ova simple
told in a conversational way, as he
would talk to the man across the
its
mnntur. ' The incident teaches
own lesson to all who are' seeking pu
blicity for their goods.
,

f

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER '

One Tear
lx Months

62.00
1.00

1

for Mall
t; (Cash
Subscriptions.)
Remit or check, draft or money
rder. It sent otherwise we will not
a responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
In Advance

AT

ALL, PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
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The'-'promo-

Advertisers are guaranteed the
(largest dally, and weekly circulation
at any newspaper In northern New
Mexico.
TELEPHONES
Justness Office
'News Department

Main 2
2

...Main

TITLE IN BIG GRANT

MONDAY, MAT 11, 1914.
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VALUABLE MAN

DECIDED BY COURT

The announcement Saturday evening by P. H. LeNoir that he intended
to resign the secretaryship of the .Y.
M. C. A. was made in all good faith,
ilt was not a part of the advertising
campaign of the association, as one
or two people - suggested. Unless
something Is done to change his de
termination, .r. LeNoir will give up
.iis work here.
Since the announcement of Satur
day many business men have declared
the community cannot afford to let
XeNoir go. That seems to be the gen.
eral impression, but unless these men
f aui other friends of the secretary get
'
tiuay and use their influence with him
it is likely that he will leave.
AIn, LeNoir has been a valuable adit dition to the community.
He has con- dwcted the affairs of the Y. M. C. A.
siso efficiently that the institution's
scope has been broadened and its
"ntlue increased. Mr. LeNoir, though
eh was not part of his duties as Y.
IM.C A. secretary, has taken up the
irork of advertising Las Vegas. His
iwwk along this line has been most
wecessful, and it has been done .with
:j other motive than the betterment
Of Las Vegas. There was nothing
aefflsh In it and It has been, given
'J
'fireely.
Las Vegas would dojvell to keep
3Mr. LeNoir, If possible
--

.

,

o

'The young men who have editorial
4iarge of the Trigonian News, the
are
Normal University publication,
proving to be excellent boosters for
the school. In the Issue of last week
the News devoted considerable space
o the summer school. The advantages offered by the Normal to sum
mer students were so ably set forth
that it is likely the result will be
ifbat several additional enrollments
-will occur. This edition of the News
"Jias been sent to every teacher and
Trospectiye student In the state. The
: News' will be issued.
during the sum-

mer

school."

?

'

' '

'

'

Well, the Las Vegas Optic put it
all over us. For Borne days past It
'baa 'been running mysterious edl-toriaU and
dope
a sensational, scandalous, start
ling and astonishing exposure which
"would involve many of the most
Tprominent people in town, following
lEraf disclosures by a private Inver. i
stigator.
Every newpaper in the state smelt
horrible scandal and a dozen Prom.
'Cits, ef Las Vegas packed their grips
;ud Oiled up their six guns.
Lst night The Optic sprang it. It
was a page story about the Y. M. C.
X. and an appeal for support for that
--

heavy-headline- d

off-han-

--

MONDAY, MAY

11, 1914.

even the men working the mines had
."
given 'up their weapons.
strikers
Jt was expected that the
would submit thefrplans for the rehabilitation Of ths Lttdlow colony toH. Qirinn was .prominentday, and
ly mentioned as the man Kho proba-tbly woulil be in charge of the camp,
A Lost Picture
v)
portunity ? He could do it easily. No which, the military commanders In
one knew he had been there. He sist, must be conducted as a munici(Written by AL)
After his noon weal, Mr. Allen took. took the picture which was a small pality.
one, and wrapping It started for the
up a newspaper and glancing through
Mines Will Not Reopen
saw
it he
the advertlsment Wantedj fwr. Ai nrst he had a pleasant
Washington, May 11. No mines
a painting of The Sunset, by the Art,: feeling, then his conscience began to
bother him and a fierce struggle took will be permitted to reopen In the
Gallery." A sudden thought came to;
but at last the evil conquered. Colorado strike district for the preshim, he would show that to his friend place,
arid he walked home quickly. He did
ent Secretary of War Garrison anthe artest who had recently palntedl
Mr. not take tire car nor go through the nounced today. He denied that ora picture of that dlscrtptionv
Allen had spent several hours with busy part" of the city Instead he Cut ders had been Issued forbidding the
corner and arrive.! home by taking
Importation of strike breakers, but
him watching him paint It, envying
the shortest way there, avoiding con- explained that while the situation rehis friends talent
versation with any one he met
mained threatening the mines not alMr. Allen immediately telephoned
The next morning he sent the
ready running probably would be
to
not
able
to his friend, but
being
to the Art Gallery, as his own kept closed until in his Judgment their
get artest Mr. Allen decided to go to
painting. It received instant recogni- opening would precipitate no further
his studio and await his arrival.
tion, was accepted and he received trouble.
Unfortunatly the artest was delayed the money.
"It makes no difference whether
several hours as he had Important
During this time the real artist and strike breakers are imported or whebusiness to attend to that evening. owner of the
picture spent several ther the labor is on the ground," said
Mr. Allen grew impatient and going hours In
search of his painting for he Mr. Garrison. "The question Is whethrough all the artest's paintings took too had seen the advertisment but it ther their employment would start
out his master piece, which was "The was in vain. The
picture was not trouble We are not going to permit
Sunset"
be found. He began-t- o
wonder why anything that would aggravate the
He looked at It for a long time and his friend had hot been to Bee him. situation. The mines will be allowed
thought of how famous the artest as it was his custom to frequent the to reopen just as soon as conditions
would become Mr. Allen's' only de studio.
s
warrant"
sire was to become; famous, but how
Later, to his astonishment he read
could he ' He had no talents nor in several newspapers of the beautiTwo Militiamen Missing
wealth. Ah! His thoughts drew to ful painting of "The Sun Set" which
Boulder, Colo., May 11. It became
the picture! This would be his first Mr. Allen had produced.
This re- known today that two members of
and last chance to become famous. vealed the secret of his long lost pic Troop D, Colorado National Guard, are
Why should he not send this picture ture. It had been his would-b- e friend missing. Their friends express fear
as'htjoWii? Why not seize this op who had taken it.
that they were killed during'1 the 'ife-- '
cent disturbances in southern Coloroofs.
The heat was go oppressive
rado. The missing men are Corporal
one
that
of the marines from the Wy- Elmer
A
Hoagland of Boulder and Prioming fainted and was dragged out vate Jack Reagan.
of ranks by a squad. The silence
were
men
Both
that had overhung the parade ground mine missing When formerly D was
Troop
guards.
was broken when the band began to
sent from Ludlow to Walsenburg they
play softly 'INearer My God to Thee." failed to
report Hoagland had been
MThea the hymn was finishjed Chapemployed at the Ideal Mine and Realain Cassard. began to read, the opengan at the McNall mine.
ing prayer.
President Wllsou stood at the chapTHE MINES COMMENCEMENT
lain's right with Secretary Daniels
(Continued from PageuOn'e)
Albuquerque, May 11. Dr. Fayette
at hts left When the chaplain ended A.
Jones, president of the New Mexico
hie prayer" he stepped back, leaving
themfor
lives
their
not
did
give
they
School of Mines, who was In the city
selves, but gave their lives for us Secretary Daniels and the president yesterday, stated that unusually interbecause we as a nation called on facing each other. Then the secre- esting exercises had been arranged
tary recited the names of the 19 men by the school for its commencement
them.
"Are you sorry for this? Are you in whose honor the services were which takes place next Thursday.
sorry for the way they will be re- held. This Included two who have Governor McDonald and Superintendmembered? - I hope to God none of died at Vera Cruz since the Montana ent of Public Instruction Alvan N.
you will join the list, but if you will, steamed away.
White will make addresses, and an exThroughout the procession mounted cellent program will be rendered. Dr.
you will join an Immortal company
and while there goes out of our hearts police closely surrounded the presi- Jones stated that the school has done
an affectionate sympathy for them, dent in a hollow., square; a secret excellent work during the past session
we know why we do not go away from service man rode o'tt the box with the and is looking forward to a bright futhis occasion with our hearts cast gray haired .coachman, and others ture Four students will receive their
beside the ve- degrees at the approaching commencedown but with eopfience that all will marched behind
hicle.
Seated in ; the carriage' with ment
be worked out . x.
"We have gone down to Mexico to Mr. Wilson were Secretary Tumulty
serve mankind if we can in any way. and hla physician and naval aide, Dr.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
We don't want to fight the Mexicans, Gary Grayson. At the city hall where
11. Although
the
Chicago, May
the cortege halted while Mayor Mifr
we want to serve them.
showed
some
wheat
market
strength
chel
plaoed the city's wreath on a
"A war of aggression is not a
coffin and delivered and short speech, today in sympathy with higher cables.
thing in which it is proud to die, but the
mayor stepped through the crowd prices later weakened on account of
a war of service is a wrar in which it
entered the president's carriage. lack of Bupport One of the reasons
and
is a proud thing to die."
for the selling was an opinion by a
He rode with him to the navy yard.
The president referred then to the
As the procession passed the partly leading expert that the crop outlook
"cosmopolitan personnel of the vic- completed
Equitable structure on fcr South Dakota was never better.
tims.
to
Lower Broadawy a Strang sight met Opening prices were
"I listened to the list," he added the
president's gaze. Above him, tier higher, but afterward the market sagwith a profound feeling, "because they
upon tier, were seated more than a ged to below Saturday night's level.
were not ; Irishmen, or Germans or thousand workmen
to 1 cent
in, their overalls. The close was strong at
Hebrews when they went to Vera
net
advance.
beams
and girders high
They bestrode
Cruz. They-werAmericans, and no above the sidewalk. Many waved
Argentina reports that new crop ar- matter where their people came from, their handstand the
president lookthey did the things that were Amer- ing up. lifted his hat and smiled.
ican.
After President Wilson left the
"War is only a sort of dramatic rep- Brooklyn navy yard he went by autoresentation, a symbol of a thousand mobile to the house of his friend,
forms of duty. I never was In battle Colonel IX, M.
House, He planned to
or under fire, but I fancy it is just remain in the
city through the afteras hard to do your duty when men noon and
evening, leaving for Washare sneering at you, for when they ington on a
midnight train.
shoot, at you they take your natural
life, arkl when they sneer at you they

IN COMPETITION FOR
THESPADGETT (GUP

PARDA
SETTLERS AND
LOMA
BUTLER ESTATE REACH AN
EQUITABLE AGREEMENT

Judge David J. Leahy this morning
signed a decree quieting title to 77,
000 acres of land on the Mora grant,
settling, satisfactorily to all persons
concerned the question of ownership
of this Immense tract District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward, Albert T.
Rogers, Jr. arid' Stephti B. Davis, Jr.,
attorneys, representing several of the
parties to the suit, worked hard to
bring about the peaceful, iqttleroent of
the litigation. Their efforts have
'
.
been successful.
By the decree title is quieted to
"7,000 acres of land lying on the north
side of the Mora river and extending
from the Scully grant to the Junction
of the Coyote and Mora rivers at
Golondriua. All this land was claimed as a part of the Butler estate lying
north of the Mora river. Title was
quieted Jn the Union Land anil," Grazing company. The defendants were
Walter A Xyman and numerous others.
The. same decree quiets title in all
of the settlers In the Mora river val
Golondrinas to Tiptonville,
ley j from
n
i." .
PA
T.
ja uuu uv.
m
Wuo nuiuucr uciwtwu iu
addition, by agreement, the settlers are
entitled to 2,000 acres belonging to
the Union Land and Grazing company
for use as pasture This tract is located upoij- - the mesa and will be 'administered for the use, of all the set'
tlers by a committee of three men,
which has been chosen by the people
concerned. This committee will be
known as the Loma Parda committee,
taking its title from the name
:

'.

.',,,

grant

The result of the decree is that all
"
the settlers, with the ' exception " of
two, Bernardo Higgins and Pedro Sanfurther
doval, upoi whose claims
bearing Will be held, will "retain property to which they have laid claim.
The settlement of the dispute regard
ing title to this big tract is an im
portant achievement It means the
more rapid settlement and development of the lands of this section of
the state.
.
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GRADUATION
PRESENTS

pio-tur-

NEED NOT BE COSTLY

TO BE GOOD.

,

...

This year we have more presents suitable for
the boys than ever before.

.

,

And for the girls you can always find some
thing to please, thexn
') TJiO.'iiinM

"tfiM

-
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TAUPERT 'S

NATION HONORS

Have you seen the new Leather Novelties?

ITS HEROIC
DEAD

,

'CONFERENCE
Kan.
May 11. A nationLawrence,
al newspaper conference, conducted
under the auspices of the department
of journalism of the University of
Kansas, opened here today and will
nntil Friday. The confer
n,ii!inn
ence will discuss the relation of ad
vertising expense to the cost of uriof licensing
ne-, the , advisability
status of
the
and
men,
newspaper
iriKtltrMon.
utilities.
We take off our tattered sombrero newspapers as public
--

VEQA8 DAILY OPTIC,

;

entire list. The last sales were:
724
Amalgamated Copper
105
Sugfr. .
95
Atchison
.165
Reading .
91
Southern Pacific
155
Union Pacific
59
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd........l08

rivals were la poor condition tended
to make corn here firm. The market
higher. The close
opened V to H
to
cent net. higher.
was firm
Oats had but little change. Trading
lacked volume.
,r
Declining prices tor hogs carried
provisions down grade.5,.. First sales
varied from the same as Saturday
night to 10 cents lower ,The, closing
quotations were as follows: ,,,
Wheat, May 94; July 86.
July 65.
Corn, May
Oats, July 37; ept 35.
Pork, July $19.62; Sept, $19.75.
Lard; July $10.02; Sept, $10.20.
Ribs, July $11.07; Sept. $11.22,,

KANSAS

r
YORK, STOCK

.

NEW

'

EXCHANGE

LIVE STOCK
ll.-Ho-

67;

--

ClfV

gs,
reKansas City, May
ceipts 8,000. Market 10 cents lower.
Bulk $8.1O8.30; heavy $8.308.35;
packers and butchers $8.208.35;
lights $8.108.30;, pigs $7.508.
Market steady to weak. Prime fed
beet
steers $8.509.10; dressed
steers $7.5O8.50; western steers
$7g)8.70; . southern Bteers $6.508;
Cows $4.507.50; heifers $6.759;
stackers and feeders $6.758.50;
bulls $5.507.50; calves $6.60

'

,

New York,uMay 11. The, markell
closed easy today. Buying was more
confident today and prices .advanced
under pressure on special stocks and
to locate soft spots and v caused a
sharp decline in Canadian Pacific and
reduced realizing. In the late dealings the bears renewed their efforts
Missouri Pacific, which affected the

10.25.

Sheep, receipts 1,800. Market steady to lower.. Lambs $6.508.70;
yearlings $66.50; wethers $5.25.
6; ewes $4.505.50.
llL!IUHHiMgi

SilAR

wound-j-our.'heart-

rl ATS
For Boys atid Girls

S U MMER

.

"As I think of these spirits that have
gone from we I know that the way is
cleaner for the future, for they have
,
shown us the way."When th president had finished
there was ft moment of silence, then
Rabbi Stephen Wise delivered a prayer for the dead. The religious services ended with a prayer by Rev.
John P. Chldwick, chaplain of the
Maine. It was nearly noon when a
navy bugler stepped forward and
"taps", sounded above the crowd
standing bareheaded and silent The
president ami Secretary Tumulty and
Dr. Grayson1 entered an automobile
and were" taken back across the
bridge to Manhattan.
The seventeen coffins remained on
the parade ground for half an honr,
still guar Jed by the sailor pall bear-erB- ,
and then were taken to the naval
barracks for distribution to the
them to the family homes. "I
It was just 10:50,' o'clock when ijit.
procession readhed the navy ysrd.
President Witeodj,. Secretary Dan'.fis,
nvemor Glynn and- - the others on
the president's stand stood bantiial-t- d
wiHe the coffins were taken irom
the caWsons and were placed In ' a
line in front of the stand. This
15 minutes.
Ten thousand spectators with baned
heads istood massed., about the four
sides of the square... Several thdu.
snd more gathered on neighboring

ARB ITRATION

SETTLE ALL

-

.

TO

v i:ic

STRIKES
(Continued from Page One)

ir

The Most Favored Shapes Are Here, 25c to $i.5o
,

-

James Lockett commanding federal
troops in the southern Colorado strike
fields, declared that the national proclamation placing a ' time limit on
the surrender of arms by residents of
the strike districts, outlining the policy of the administration concerning
the operation of mines in the strike
tone, and the matter of
of the Ludlow tent colony would
issue today. Colonel Lockett and Major Holbrook declared they were
greatly encouraged by the attitude taken by all parties affected by the
jtrike following the announcement
yesterday of the federal .policy.
Major Holbrook stated that the
surrender of arms by strikers had
been gratifying since morning and
he was pleased by the actions of
union leaders in what he called their
sincere effort to aid in the disarmament of strikers. The mine operators
aaid Colonel Lockett had obeyed the
disarmament proclamation and thatj

say that more children can find headwear here
than any where else, because of the immense collection of hats
and the variety of different styles in our stocks.
It is safe to

;

Get Under

Bacharach Hot

See the New Footwear for
Women and Children

L

Klosfit Silk
7

Ths

Store of Quality"

Warner's

Petticoats

$3.00

Proof

E. Las Vegas.

n.m:

Corsets
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PERSONALS
Fe cam la
last night for a ehort business visit
H. F. Bower of Santa

C

Hi Krapple of Albuquerque came

as

business visitor In Las Vegas

today.
B. P. Ferguson

of Cincinnati,

BENEDICTS

O.,

wag a commercial visitor In Las Vegas
today.
'
W. E. Clarfc of Gallup came In last
night for a short business visit in
this city.
i
C. M. Chapman of Syracuse, N. T.,
came in Saturday evening for a short
business visit
C. M. Norris of Willard, N. M.,
came in last night for a several days'
business visit
Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Dice of Denver
arrived in the city fcst night for several days' business visit
C. E. Lewis of the firm of Earickson & Sabin, left last night for Raton
for a short business visit
Mr. and Mrs. M, A. Van Houten of
Shoemaker came in Saturday evening
and spent yesterday in this city.
H. G. Coora left last night for Albu- miernue and La Cruces. where he
will be on business for some time.
C. H. Anderson of Photiix, Ariz.,
1
In Tasi Vearas and will be a: busi
ness visitor here for several days.
Mrs. L. Fi Wright returned last
nlKht from Springer, where she has
been visiting for the past two weeks
inMrs. N. Wiel anirastighter-eamseveral
for
a,,
last night from Ocfte
days' visit with friends and relatives
in thia city.
T. W. Williams of Trinidad was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
He is connected with the Santa Fe
Railway company.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Fontaine and
will leave this evening for Call
fornia, where they expect to remain
for several ..weeks.
Frank Delgado, druggist employed
at the Center Block pharmacy, left
yesterday afternoon for Albuquerque
for a short business visit
Misa B. Creaghe of Lamar, Colo.,
in Las Vegas yesterday after- noon and will remain here for some
time as a visitor with friends.
Jack Long, connected with the Las
Vegas Auto Sales company, returned
last night from Denver, where he has
been on business for the past few
days.
F. W. Barrnell, representative for
the Overland Automobile company of
Toledo, 0., arrived in La! Vegas last
night for a several days' business
e

visit
of Mrs.
Charles Rosenthal of this city, passed
through Las Vegas Saturday evening
on bis way to Chicago from Los Angeles.
Mrs. A. J. Dow of Raton arrived in
the city last night and will be a vis-- i
itof with friends here for several
days. Mrs. Dow formerly resided in
this city. ,
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Hall of Los Angeles passed through Las Vegas yesterday on their way from California
to New York. They, traveled in an
automobile. '
,
Mrs. J. C. Rex and daughter of Albuquerque arrived in Las Vegas Saturday evening and were visitors with
friends here for a short time. They
.are on their way 10 Carthage, Mo., to
visit relatives. Mrs. Rex formerly resided in this city.
C. Harris,

END

READY

EAST SIDE BALL PLAYERS DE
FEAT THE WEST SIDERS
BY TOPHEAVY SCORE

THE LIGHTWEIGHT BOUT AT THE
.
DUNCAN TONIGHT. IS EX-- ,
PECTED TO BE FAST

Yesterday afternoon at Amusement
park the Bast side baseball team de
feated the Benedict dub of the West
eide by the score of 11 to 1. The
affair, and al-- ,
game was a
was interesting.
,
though
The defeated team consisted of
several of the crack players of the
regular West side team, but even with
their aid the Benedicts were unable
to show anything like winning form.
old
Dave Conway, the ever-readfaithful ball pusher for the East side,
appeared on. the scene and handled
the ball in a capable manner. This
was his first appearance in baseball
this year. Aside from his good work
in the box Dave also baited 1.000 per
cent pulling down three clean hits,
and marking the score board with
two runs. '
the box
Angel started the game-ifor the Benedicts, but failed to display ability in that position. Lujan
finished the game and pitched fair
ball but was hit frequently by the
East side.
The game was more less a practice
affair for the East side, as they easily
outclassed their opponents. No of
ficial score was taken, but the Bene
dicts were charged with considerably
more errors than the East eide. An
other game will be played next Sun

This evening at the Duncan opra
house will occur, the fans believe, the

five-innin-

one-side-

THE BOXERS.
'

r:

-

M.

OPPONENT

nephew

Eddie Campl, the Frisco crack, will
make his ehstern debut in Philadelphia next week.

Jack Redmond has been barred
from boxing in Wisconsin until June
1 because of alleged foul work la a
bout last month.
.Gilbert Gallant and Red Watson
are going to clasTi again in a
bout. Promoter Coffroth of San Fran
cisco has matched the pair for May i.
Jim Coffey, the Irish heavyweight
now boxing in New York, has called'
off his match with Bombardier Wells,
which was scheduled to taka place
next momn in ijonuon.

BASEBALL

NOTES

day.

Baseman Steve Yerkes has
putting up, the best all around
game df any member of the Red Sox.
It is not to be denied taht the Fed
erat, 'league teams have been furnish
ing classy: contests with close scores,
no wboxing in New York has called
Can it be possible that Detroit and
Pittsburgh, the old battlers of 1909,
are In line to'meet in. another world's
championship? 'Sh! Not so loudi Here
come Connie Mack and1 John McGraw.
Mike Donovan, pinch hitter of the
Giants, says his eyesight Is as good
as "ever, which means that Mike is
figuring on busting a few fences be
fore the close of tie present season,
By winning Si consecutive games
the University of Texas baseball team
has set up a bully record for other
college fifties to go after.
Second

been,

,

The lineup of the two teams was
as follows:
East side: Ettinger, c; Conway, p;
Harris, lb; Marshall, 2b;, Tamme, ss;
Hite, 3b; Grinslade, If; r White, cf;
'
Herzog, rf.
Benedicts: Larrazolo, c; Angel, p;
P, Frank, lb; Baca, 2b; Pancho, m;
Sena, 3b; L-- . Lujan, If; T. Cain, cf;
J, Lujan, rf.
Charles P. Trumbull umpired the
game.
)

Beef Roll

New Way of Usln i Left Overs
EyMrs. Janet McKentit Hill, Editor
of tkt Boston Cooking School Magazine

Every housewife finds the disposition of left overs a most perplexing problem. K C Beef Roll
will go a long ways toward helping yW out when the family get
tired of hash and stews. You
xeally ought to try it for supper
tonignt or tomorrow night at, the
.

latest

AS

A bank check is the way to pay your, bills, because then you have a check on each bill. It Is easy to
""keep your accounts straight when yon have your money in the bank, because the bank keeps your accounts straight for yon and saves you many hours of work and worry, start a bank account with as, and
you will see the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of bavins bank account
DO YOUR BANKING WITH US
;
;;.'- Wa pay four per cent Interest ,on Time Dapoalta and
v
'It
r,.:"
"
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS
:,. V.'"" .!,i
'.

1

.

.

BANK
PEOPLES
'

RESULTS

YESTERDAY'S

e
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PcL
.789
.643
.571

.571.
.478
.391
.381
.214
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Pet
.698
.563
.524
.524
.435
.435
.412

433

Pet
.625
.591
,558
.52
.500

.471
.409--

.31

Pet

semi-wlndu-

National1 League
At St, Louis
,t4

.

.11"

R. H. E.

1.1

9

r'.

.558
.500
.478
.476
.368
.333

.
-'
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Cincinnati
,
3 4 0
St. Louis
and
DEFIANCE? LAUNCHED AT BATH
Batteries:
Benton, Douglass
Bath, Me., May 1L The racing Clark; Saiee and Snyder.
HARRY REIDE
sloop Defiance,' one of the trio of canR. H. E.
At Chicago
didatea for the defense of the Ameri
for the large crowd of fans
1 5 0 program
ca's' cup In the international races to Pittsburgh
will
attend. A band will be in
that
4 9 0
take plaoe the coming summer, was Chicago
the opera house to play between the
Batteries: McKillen and Gibson; bouts.
successfully launched thia afternoon
from the yards of her builders in this Cheney and Archer.
The interest in this fight exceeds
cityi,
prominent yachtsmen of Boa-ton-,
that of any other bout staged here for
New York' and Philadelphia, who
American League
months. Youn; Durap as proved
R. H. B.
At Chicago
comprise the syndicate' that is build
himself a capable boxer and tonight's
1
0
4
0
ing the Defiance, were present at the Detroit
will show whether he is to conbattle
1 3 2
JL1
launching". The sloop was christened Chicago,.
tinue in the game.
Batteries: Dauss and Stanage;
by Miss Frances Clar.k, daughter of
f Reide Is considered a clever boxer
E. Walter Clark of Philadelphia,
and Kuhn.
syndi
leading member of the
R.H. E. .ir- -i
cate.. The Defiance was designed by
At Cleveland
4
8.0
George Owen of Bath. The boat has Cleveland
0 4 0
a length of 115 feet over all, a beam St Louis
Batteries: Hagerman and Garish;
of 22 feet 6 inches, and kk of 13 feet
9 inches draft and 75 feet water line. James and Agnew.
?vi;: "l?
The most striking feature of the
wmmm
i
Federal League
yacht's underbody is1 her lead keel
R. H. E.
At Chicago
which is quite different in length and
&
9 0
An St Louis
shape from the ordinary kee
8 ,2
4
feature
oTtth Chicago
other distinguishing
;
Batteries: Brain and Hartley; Hen-driDefiance is tne ciean eage or
Fisk and Wilson.
deck, which is without bulwarks or
handrails. In this respect she difR. H. E.
At Indianapolis
fers from the Resolute and the Van6 11 7
for
the
candidates
Kansas
itio, the pthee.t.wo
City
' '
9 12 4
-defensei of; tne cup. it is tne present Indianapolis
ml-- "
De
and
mmi mmk't-to
have
Rariden;
the
builders
Batteries:
Falkenberg
her
plan of
fiance completed' and rigged witln the Callop, Stene, Henning and Easterly.
next week or ten days. After being
''
Western League .
I
given several trials off the Maine
BSISP't
"
,
RJ.H.E.
to
f;
a
on
At Omaha
coast she' will be taken
spin
I
l
13 2
'
Omaha Marblehead.
r
2 5 .1
Sioux City
Batteries:, Stevenson and Crosby;
.
White and Walte.
'
V " TODAY'S BASEBALL
R.H. E.
Second game
0
.7 10
i- -'
Omaha
...'.
'.''
t
0 2
Slouk City
J
-Batteries: .Grover and Shestak;
American League ... ,
.
New York t Boston.
Doyle, Shirley and Crisp, Walte.
Philadelphia at Washington,
"
" "
R. H. E.
At Denver
A5L5 x4. 6d ardzriqA H9,. 12 78904
National League
6
Denver
Chicago at St Louis.
15 13 1
a
Boston at New York;
Lincoln
Batteries: Witte, Wetzel and Block;
Brooklyn at Philadelphia,
Dessau and Myert
'
R.H.B.
Federal League
"At Dea Moines
"
3 11 0
Des Moines
St Louis at Chicago.
1 4 2
Kansas City at Indianapolis.
Batteries:
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn.
Lafferty, Kinsella and
Baltimore at Buffalo.
; Thomas, St ereer, Adams and
Haly
'
"
Shange,
Telegraphers on the Baltimore &
Ohio have received a wage increase.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. ased
)
YOUNG DURAN
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
Adv.
Commissioner
course.
State Labor
Cunning you. At the Lobby, of
ham of Michigan ia urging the estab
and only a hcrt time ago he was
lishmeht of county employment bu
Stone workers in Germany have a swarded a newspr.p r dec'aion over
.
;
reaus.
union membership of 76,783.
Stanley Yoakum, who is well known
--

The Men Who
t un into Y our Daily Lire
well sharpened and minds
"lnTS
in
who

V

-

'

,

"

'

tri-oit- y

-

good humpr. The man
has these generally knows what he
is talking about. Read the testimonials on this page. Here are some of
the greatest cartoonists in the country. They all smoke and endorse

.vWHWk&W
T. A. DORGAN ("TAD")

n" Tuxedo can't

be equalled in

lis
soothing, refreshing qualities.
mildness insures a pleasant smoke,
its coolness removes all chance of
ionguebttc"

4';,

ur

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

'

They wouldn't smoke Tuxedo if it didn't

-

VfllR. U GOLDBERG

creator of "Foolish Queatlons"
.
"I'm the Guy"
" find in Tuxedo a good

-

Its fragrance and flavor
are fine. I use it regularly and
endorse it highly to all my friends,"
(

-0

'"''

every good thing that
has ever been said of
-

3--

1

'

'

1

Tuxedo deserves

it and to prove it

---

:

keep their minds alert and cheerful all day
long, day in and day out. A tobacco that j
can do that stands in a class by itself.
Tuxedo is made of the very highest grade',
of choice, mellow, sweet Kentucky Burley-leatreated by the original "Tuxedo Proc-J-i
ess," which removes the sting so that it cannot bite your tongue granulated so that it
smokes freely and uniformly packed 40
pipefuls to the 10c tin.
f

,

--

famous cookinfr authority, Mrs. Janet McKcnrie
Hill, sent free upon receipt of the colored cercans of KC Baking
tificate packed in
Powder. Send for the handsome Cook's 3ook
to
Mho.
the
Jauues
Co., Chicago,
today

ii

gong-to-gon-

.

milk, and roll into a sheet half an inch
thick, having the ends even. Mix the
other ingredients by themselves, using"
liquid as needed to make a paste.
Spread the paste over the dough anil
roll like a jelly roll. Bake in a buttered
pan about forty minutes. Brush over
the outside with a little beaten egg left
for the purpose and return to the oven
to brown. Serve hot with a rich brown
sauce. Other meats, such as chicken or
veal, alone, or in combination, may be
used. The onion and mustard may be
omitted.
Ninety recipes Just think of It br the

Qt.ytf2.

fastest and most interesting boxing
contest of the year when" Y.oung
g
piiran, "The Fighting Mexican of this to Las Vegas fans as a
and from Joe Frynn of Denver, have
city, will meet Harry Relde, "The As- - fihten,
.
been received by Cordova and Mon-toy- a
pen Whirlwind." The bout will go
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
Both Reide and Duran are confi
for a bout with the winner of
ten rounds. The first, preliminary dent Reide seems to worry little about the Duran-Reld:
.
event
will start at 9 o'clock.
the bout but evidently does not take'
This contest is bein staged by Cor it for granted that he will have an
National League dova and iMontoj'a, and is the second easy time tonight
W. L.
bout that they ihave promoted. They
"Sure I am going to win," he stated
15
4
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
Pittsburgh. .
have endeavored to obtain the best this afternoon. "I always feel that I
9
5
FOR THE COMINK WEEK
Brooklyn
possible bouts for the preliminaries am to win, and the same impression
8
6
Philadelphia
and attempted to provide an excellent sticks to me now."
;
New York
..,. 8 6
Cincinnati
Duran eeeraed to hesitate, about
Monday
,.10 11
14
Yacht Defiance, a candidate for the St Louis .v
a prediction as to how the
making
.
y
13
8
fight; was to end, due perhaps to mod defense of the America's cup, to be Chicago .
Boston .
,
3. 1,
esty. "Yes, I believe that I will win launched at Bath, Me.
$
"
this evening," be said, and continued,
,
Tuesday A
' ' .4
,
' V
if
American League
Earl Fisher vs., Johnny, Griffiths, 12
I know I'm fighting a good man, but
Mwwaw'
W. U
if I had thought I would not have rounds, at Akron, O... f
.
7
had a chance with him I wouldn't
Detroit
18,
Thursday
' : '
"
7
9
have signed. This bout decides wheth
Maryland state,. .tenuis champion- Philadelphia .
10
9
New Yorkv;
er I go up in the game, and I am go- ship tournament opens at Baltimore.
W:
10
11
IjAL McCoy vs. Billy , Murray..,10 St Louis
ing to Win."
,i,r.,iH v
'
. .. i
w t.
.
13
Kid Burns will be in Riede's corner rounds, at New York.
Chicago
;ifiV......10
,i
12
Al
will
13
10
this evening, while
Smaulding
Jimmy Fox .vs. Jimmy Carroll,
Washington'
j
10
7
Boston .
be Duran's second. Jack Laubach, the rounds, at Great Falls, Mont
14
well known fan, will be the official
Cleveland
referee, while Frank H. DeGroat will! Colonial baseball league .opens its
act as .the time keeper.
season, with Tanunton at New Bed'
Federal League
W. U
"Mexican Pete" an Kid Lucero, ford, Woonsocket at Fall River and
6
10
Baltimore . ,.
two boys tipping the scales at 105 Pawtucket at Brockton.
13
9
St. Louis
Saturday
pounds, will begin the evening's en
8
tertainment in a
Opening of five days' race meeting Indianapolis . ........10
go. Both
10
11
Chicago
boys are fast and are fighting for the at Calgary, Alberta.
7
7
Opening of spring meeting of United Brooklyn .
championship in their class in the
city. Kid Lucero, in speaking about Hunts Racing association, at Belmont Buffalo
9
13
Kansas City
the go, said: "Sure I am going to Park, N. Y.
Annual regatta of American Row Pittsburgh .
8
13
him. He ain't got no chance
whip
:z
- .
,
Western League
wld me."
ing association, at Philadelphia.
W. L.
Open handicap track meet at
Young Orosco and Battling Rubio,
14
110 pound fighters, are marked to do
6
Denver
university.
Syracuse-Michiga- n
The
dual
12
8
outdoor Des Moines
the stunt in a fast
8
10
St. Joseph
promoters say these iboys have some athletic mefjt. at Ann Arbor, Mich.
sort of a disagreement among them11
11
Young Shugrue vs. Herb McCoy,, 20 Lincoln
11
selves which they are anxious to set- rounds, at Sydney, Australia.
10
Sioux City
'
MMr'
'
I
tle in the ring tonight.
..10 11
Topeka
$
WANTED Clean cotton c rags
7
at Omaha
12
Challenges from Stanley Yoakum,
7
14
Wichita .
through his manager, Louis Newman, Optic office.

'

Make a biscuit dough of the flour,
salt, CC baking powder, shortening and

--

-

r8

Beet Boll. K C Style
' Three eipsflotir; I teaspoonful salt-- , 3 level
K CBakinz
sweet mUt; I cup each, chitted cooked beef and
Jtam;
teaspoonful mixed mustard; 2 beaten
of oniony H teastoonful each, salt
rrid trattngbroth
or water.
tipper,

TRUST CO.

.

CaplUI and Surplus $122,747.00

.

..

A

"

Pu(vYour Money in our Bank and we
Will Keep your Accounts Straight
ff

r.v.jt-

.

WITH

HIS

AND

TAKE DURAN

nvi

11, 1914.

THE LOSING

board-meetin-

in last night for a ehort business visit.
DL J. Ledebbure of Buffalo, N.
&

Carl Bllndstone of Tuoumcarl came
will locate In
this frityj. He j will be .employed by the
Rogactha) rFuritlnre company as a
salesman. A, f A ?
E. G.
yesterday after
noon for Albuquerque, where be la
tat attend the , meeting of the state
g
that la be
pharmacy
ing" beld this week.
Dr. ' Frank H. H. Roberts, Dean
Frank Carroon, Professor Francte E.
Kelley and Frank H, H. Roberts, Jr.,
o"f the New Mexico
Normal Univer
sity, made a trip to Mora yesterday
,
in an automobile.
Senator T. B. Catron came in this
afternoon from Santa Fe and after a
short business visit In this city will
leave for Washington, D. C He has
bePn away from the national capital
for the past week.

tntisis afternoon and

MAY

Tuxedo sells by the
millions upon millions of
tins annually,.-:- ' v
YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
....

BUD FISHER
creator ol " Mutt aod left

EVERYWHERE

.

"Tuxedo has made a pipe my
favorite form of smoking. Its coolness and mildness mae pipe smok
ing a real pleasure.

Famous groon tin with gold

let- -

f

tenng, curred to fit the pocket X VI C
CoBTStuent pouch, inner lined
with moisture . proot paper . . OC
In Clam HumiJort SOe end SOc
--

THE

AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

j
I
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TISEMENTS

L Luckie, East Rochester,
was a victim of sick headache
and despondency, caused by a badly
weakened and debilitated condition of
her stomach, when she began taking
Chamberlain's Tablets. She says, "I
found them pleasant to take, also mild
anl pffeptlvo Tn a fw weeks' time
1
was restored to my former good
health." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Mrs. A.

1

Y-- ,

How's This
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.

F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and

believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
'
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh JCure is taken Inter-nally-,
acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by' ail Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti'

Adv.

pation.

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER A HUNKER
3eorge A. Huniter. Chester A. Haaket
Attorneye-at-La-

Us

New ICexte

Vegas,

Five cents

o

'gS

4. Meets every Mnni
.
their hall on Sixth streetj All'mu5 at
visiting
urcmrea coraiauy Invite t0 attend.
J. Friedenstlne u n .
m n
V. G.; T. M.
Elwood, Secretary; Karl
TXTawAjb
arer; u. y. Hedgcock,
BABY CHICKS Rhode Island Reds
vcuiciory IrUBtee,
and Ba.rred Rocks 10c. Safe delivery guaranteed. Mrs. George Tudor, B. P. O. ELK 8 Meets eecond and
Osage City, Kansas.
rourtn Tuesday evening of each
month Eft" home on Ninth tret
FOR SALE Dining table, carpet and and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
other household goods, at 810 Doug- are cordially Invited. Wm. H.
Spring
las avenue. Call after
er, .Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00.
Money must accompany order. Will KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURtreat you right Mrs. Maggie E. ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, 03 the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, FinanFOR RENT Furnished room, strict cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
ly modern. No Jiealthseekers. Apply 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
T, Optic.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
FOR RENT 'Suite of rooms In mod
em home, also single room; cannot L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
rent to consumptives. 1034 Eighth fourth
Thursday
evening each
street. Phone Main 608.
month at W. O. W. hall. Visltlni
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Llm Secretary.
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MODERN WOODMEN

Most Children's Diseases
a Cold

Dull Feeling
Due

to Kidney Trouble

7:61 p. m

It

12

'

giving you

a present for doing something
I you 'd do any

V

way when you
learn how Much

BetferEMPRESS

Hi

1

FLOUR realb

1

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S

.'."

OF AMERICA

CCNUINEWM.
ROGERS &
SONS' &AA
STANDARD

SILVER
PLATE

BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH
1REY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob
tained in thi city from 1

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or Mors, Each Del very
1100 lbs, to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 lbs to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 20 Iba, Each Delivery
Less than 61 Iba, Each Delivery
.

AGUA PURA

Start With

Swollen Hands and Feet

- rv
6:41 a. a
4:3 p. .

EMPRESS
FLOUR

,

SPANISH lessons by an easy and
practical method. Terms moderate.
D. Trambley, 1215 Mora avenue.

Depart

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
WANTED Two reliable persons to
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart.
sell Buff Rock chicks. Commission,
G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Write Mrs. Maggie E. Stevens, Hum- Sonsul;
Local Deputy.
Visltlni
Montague,
boldt, Kan.
members are especially welcooe mni
cordially Invited.
WANTED
Experienced cook. Apply
1053 Eighth street.
KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBU8, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
WANTED Competent cook.
Apply
Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., 506 Columbia fourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
avenue.
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
WANTED
Reliable girl for general G. K.; Prank Angel, P. 8.
housework. 725 Sixth street

Miscellaneous

p. m
a. s
p.

For YOU!

J. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 641
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues

day of the month in the vestry rooms
uf Temple Monteflore at S o'clock 9
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
vited. Isaao Appel, President; Charles
Greenclay, Secretary.

p.

1:35

6:35 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

.

Thorough young business
man desiring to locate permanent
ly in this section of the country
desires proposition from reliable
concern.
Competent bookkeeper
and office man with twelve years
mercantile experience. Can furnish
gilt edge references. Business. Care
Daily Optic.

7:45
11:51
2:3
2:09

Arrive
1:10 p. m

1....

For Rent

Wanted

Deaart

p. m
2:25 a. m
1:35 p. m
West Bound

8....

No.
No.
No.
No.

She

Your, kidneys need help when your
hands and feet thicken, swell up, and
you feel dull and sluggish. Take FoI'lll. Is Kd
il 'alcNAV ley Kidney Pills. They are tonic, stimand strengthening and restore
31
olher. Py r yo
1. Ai k
'W111.1., fo.tM S ulating
your kidneys to healthy normal action.
WAlVllin r.KAMI
vean. known
them. O. G. Schaefor and Red
lt. Safet. Alr keiiabw Try
SOLD BY DRUCGISIS tVLRYWKLRE
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
!

.r,t..

MAIN L

East Bound
Arrive
7:20 p. m

I....

j:

W. W. BOWERS.

A

LOCAL TIME CARD

ar

S

BRANI

Meets first and third Tasft
day evenings each month at Weo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Donglaa
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretar

t.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MA80NS-s-Regalconvocation first Monday in
ch month at Masonic
4
f; Temple at 7: SO p. m. p. No.
A. Brinegar, H.
P.; r. o. No.
No.
lood, Secretary.
No.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGA8
LODGE NO.

-

;o CHICHESTER SPILLS

NO.

per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
'fjBalar conclave rZLfi Ta- No ad to occupy less space than two
day is each meata at Ka- All advertisements
lines
charged
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

Profetional Health Culture for Ladles WOMEN FACE MURDER CHARGE
Chicago,
May ; 11. The unusual
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General
Massage, Hair and Scalp spectacle of a mother and daughter
being arraigned for trial on a charge
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mani- of first degree murder was furnished
cure, Chiropody.
in Judge McDonald's court today. The
Steam Laundry Building
accused were Mrs. Pasquialena Forte
Phone Vegas 128
Erna.
oUI daughterOffice Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30' p. m. and her
They are to be tried on a charge of
MONUMENT CO having aided in killing Antonio Mor- asso, who was the daughter's former
Albuquerque, N. M.
Bance. The killing occurred on April
. 215 E. Central
29, 1913.
23 Tears Practical Experience
.TONES

Petten, Secretary,
F. O. E.

Restlessness, f everishness, an Inflam
ed thoat and spasmodic cough maybe
DR, F. B. HUXMANN
whooping cough Is starting In. Give
Dentist
Foley's Honey and Tar promptly. It
Dental work of any description at
helps the ch.'idren so very mtch, aod
Mrs. Shipps, Raymondsville, Mo., says:
moderate prices
I got fine results from It and It Is a
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
great medicine for whooping cough."
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 41S O. G. Schaefer and Red, Cross Drug
Store. Adv.
East Las Vegas. New Mexico

JONES-BOWER-

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
MS
102 Meet
A. M. Regular comevery. Monday nlfit B
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Donglaa aveaia p
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are ss
eaoh month, visiting dla!ly welcome. J. C. Werta, Pre
brothers cordially In dent; J. T. Buhler. Sectary; at ft
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

WANTED

N.

AND CAFE

CHAPMAN

"ii

LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.

Sick Headache

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

MOT

RATES

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THX BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

to-wl-t:

A

I

PROCLAMATION

Whereas, ia conformity with Chap
ter No. 78 of the Laws of the State of
New Mexico
passed at the Second
Regular Session of the First Legislature of eald State for the year 1913,
provision ia made for the holding of
Special Election to regulate the barter, sale and exchange of intoxicating
liquors In districts designated, within
any County of New Mexico, and a
proper petition having been filed by
qualified electors of the following de
scribed district, within the County and
State aforesaid;
Now, Therefore, the Board of County Commissioners of the County of
San Miguel, State of New Mexico, on
this first day of April, A. D. 1914, In
regular session, do hereby proclaim
and give public notice, that tC special
election will be held within the following described district,. County of
San Miguel, State of New Mexico, on
Tuesday, May 26th, A. D. 1914, for the
purpose of submitting to the qualified
electors of eald District the question
of whether or not the barter, sale or
exchange of Intoxicating Jiquors shall
be prohibited therein, as provided by
said Act,
District proposed to be voted for
as Prohibition District:
Bounded on the North by the hill
commonly called of San Miguel; on
the South by the same boundary of
the Precinct of San Miguel; on the
Blast the same boundary of said Pre
cinct of San Miguel; and on the West
the same boundary of the aforesaid
Precinct of San Miguel,
and the polling place designated with-insuch District and the election
Judges and Clerks name to conduct
said special election at such polling
place by order of the said Board rendered this day, are as follows,
Polling place:
House of David Urioste.
Judges of Election i
David Urioste
Francisco Duran,
Antonio A, Tapla.
Clerks of Election:
Ernesto Garcia,
Jesus Crespin.
and except as herein otherwise provided, said above special election shall
be held and conducted as provided by
law for general elections1.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
this 6th day of April, A. D. 1914, by
the Board of County Commissioners
of the said County of San Miguel, New
Mexico, In open session.
Board of County Commission
ers of the County of San
(SEAL) Miguel, State of New Mexico.
By FIDEL ORTIZ,
'
Chairman.
Attest :
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Harvesters, Btoreri, and Distributor tf lUtmral fee, the ParTO
ransoms.
Lasting Qualities at Whiem Bars Made Las Vegas
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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And get "The Last Word in Household Efficiency"
a Williams Electric Iron. It will last a lifetime, and will do the work faster,
better and with less effort on the part of the operator than any other.
Ironing day becomes a pleasure. NO TIORE WRINKLES in
the little wife's brow when you come home for lunch.

..JustSunshirie-

;. ,

.

...

i
I

J

;:l

:

Pay $7.8o in advance for one
year's subscription. It is exactly the,
same price you are paying by the week or
month, and get this excellent HOUSEHOLD NECES- SITYrat
.
.
.
in a hot stuffy kitchen,
;

.

v

-

...
Do If Now Before You Forget It
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The Baptist Ladies' Aid will hold
bakery sale Saturday May 23rd.

TONIGHT

SPLENDID R.ELISH

The Vejjas Theatre

Photoplay
The Dance of Dath r.
Another great Vampire Picture by the same producer in
''
two reels. ".,.','.'"
'.
THu'tband
J
CursirtB a
An Essahy Comedy.. Scream.

j

:

AUTOMOBILE

" R. D. Bell, a Justice of the peace
Roswell, came in this afternoon
w.ith two insane patients for the state

LIVERY said REPAIRING

hospital. They are Thomas Johnson
of Eddy county and M Myers of
Chaves county. Myers Is an escaped
patient is just being returned to the
hospital.

j

,

Don't fail to see the "Dance of
Death," the great vamiire picture at
the Photoplay tonight-i-Ad- v.

at

The False Bride
(Three Reel Feature)
Featuring Floreuce Laurence
in ddal role.

,

1914.

j

AUTOMOACCES-.SORJE- S
AND
TIPES, SUPPLIES
IN THE GITY

BILE

train '.carrying 14 cars
passed through Las Vegas this morn

With the War

Ldght" automobile 'lampa
o'clock tbie evening.

Oscar's Sauce
35c Per Jar
Try It

i

STEARNS STORE

,.

;

LUNCHES

A meeting of all the bachelors in
town is called for Tuesday evening,
May 26.. ; The place ot,meeting will
be announced later. Ad
i.

ri

Twenty, per qent discount on chil
dren's knee pant aulta for ten days..
The Xtra good 'kind at Greenberger's
Adv.

chased;

r-

-'

Deviled-- ;
Underwood
Beans,
Ham, Fancy French 8ardlnej
or anything.
Llbby'g Dried
'." you;need..

Bf

'

'

'-

That Fly Now

":

Fly Swatters free at otir
etore. .Be sure and gpt onet

.The'Cadlee Aid society of the Pirt
Methodist church will meet tomorrow
morning at 9 o'clock at the church
for work. All members are requested
to be present.

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

.

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

EUGENIO ROMERO,
County Treasurer.

HARVEY'S 13 OPEN
34th season of this famous moun-

'

Fresh Potato .Flakes, Beech-Nu- t
Balsed IBeans,
Heinf Baked

--

I

.:-- "

'

--

&

the first day of

l'wlll be subject to a penalty.

At .our store the 'best of ' ev--'
erything in this line can be pur- -

kiOIH (,pb HAS

'A.n...

'

ALL REPAIR WORK
GUARANTEED

TAX NOTICE
May, the second
half of the 1913 taxes will become
due. AH taxes not paid before .June
On

Get your order in early for
goods that you will need to
, prepare tfiesa'daiaiy, meals, ,..

There win be a meeting of the Las
Vegas lodge of the Order of Elks to
morrow night at the Elka'club house.
All members are requested to be
present

3

ing en route from Fort Wlngate to
Two troops of the United
States army occupied the train, and
are being eent to Colorado to assist
in: the strike trouble there.

Colorado.

Days Comes.' the
Season of

f-.z- i

Old Taylor whiskey ana Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adr. '

For Sa.nd witches use OLIVE RELISH
20c and 35c Glass Bottles

r

at

"

'

.L.J"

.....

ROAD BOOSTERS TO
HOLD A MEETING

ASK YOUR GROCER
Not "Heavier Than Air
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar! Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours bu Is worth
mora as no other Is fully
equal to it Order a sack today.

S6e Las Vegas Roller Mills

mil

crossing the Mora river at Wat-tou- a
yesterday G. Ml Hall, an automobile tourist, made a mistake as to
the correct croseing and as a result
his car was stranded with the water
covering the entire machine. Some
time, waa required to. pull the machine
the river. ,

'

p-o-

jr

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS

VEGASt'-tfeM-

Capital, $100,000;rplus and IlladivldfifUPfofits, $23,000.

& DanklngCwe
of
best
service
the
forgive
prepared

Inevery department
(vre

Merest Paid on

Tim

Deposit a

hf

!

At

lt3 C:i2

of the Best of Everything Eatable

Evaporated RoLspbbrries
5

THE GRAAF

a

(In

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
Erie Hole. Assistant Cashier.;
H.
Cashier.
Hallot Raynolds,

:

There will be a meeting of the Fra
ternal Brotherhood this evening at the
O. R.
halt. In addition to the regit
lar business ot the order, a number
of initiations will take place. The
session will be followed by a dance
and other social entertainment

II AYVARD CO. STORE

Htwwr

'

.

'

:

'

;

A large crowd of people made the
trip to El Porvenir yesterday and en
recreation; 'The
joyed a pleasant
total attendance frotfrthis city num
bered about SO people. The Las
Vegas Dance orchestra played a con
cert at the resort In the afternoon,
adding to the pleasure of the occasion.
News has been received from En-nls Tex., to the effect that E. Mar- cftite, foreman of the tank and nafety
"
appliance department of the H. and
T. CV has been' transferred to Houston. He and Mrs. Marcotte now are
residing in the latter city. They" formerly lived in Las Vegas and are well
known here.
Dr. Frank R. H. Roberts,' president
of the New Mexica Normal University, has received a letter, from Felix
Martinez of 3 aso, ho: rewmtly accepted by telegraph an invitation to
give the commencement address "to
the graduating claw nt the Wg State
school. Mr. Martmes said be" was
happy to learn that the people of Las
Vegas were desirous, of. having him
pay a visit to his old home town and
address a graduating class at the Normal. He declared that he is greatly
interested in Las Vegas and
of the greater growth and welfare
of the Normal, and tbat he would do
all in his power to help the good
cause--

W

District Attorney Charles W. G.
ard has filed suit against the Red

River Valley company for $1,839.24,
alleged to be dne as a balance of the
first half of the 1913 taxes. The company alleged It was
and
failed to pay the entire amount of
taxes charged aeainst it Mr. Ward
also has tiled a suit against the San
ta. Fe Railway company for $3,197.75
said to be due as a balance of the
taxes for. the first half of 1913. This
amount. is the company's tax for the
'
L,
va
bridge tun,

ternoon, escorted into the city by a
party of boosters. This evening there
will be a neeting at the Commercial
club rooms which will be addressed
by Mr. Minor.
Mr. Minor is of the oinion that it
will be impossible for the National
Old Trails association to route westbound automobiles over the route that
passes through the extreme western

WITH OTHER MAKES.
YOU WILL DISCOVER that they do not
look sectional, but give a uniform, solid appearroller-bearin-

J. C. JOHNSEN

IS THE
OFFERING OF HIGH SCHOOL
GRADUATES

&

Local Agents

far has experienced little difficulty
with roads with the exception of parts
of Arizona and New Mexico. He was
particularly pleased! with the roads
in this county, which shows signs of
excellent work.

pT

t,vi
ti

te

of New Mexico. He states that
the road iril McKinley county is in
poor condition and that much work
must be done on this road at once.
Mr. Minor expects to have his log
completed within 60 days, and thus

ONJA GOOOPLAY

--

3

and
ance: that the doors are
cannot bind; that the doors are removable, therefore ac co
.
!
. .1 . it
clean insiae as oursiae; mat u you sian wun one section, you may
rest assured any tuture section you purchase, will tit; that they are the
facilities and skilled mechanics can produce from t he
best that
best materials obtainable.
WE KNOW THEY ARE THE BEST
and guarantee them. Step into our store, see this beautiful line, and be
FREE.
sure to ask for a GUNN Souvenier Bookmark

part

studfnts:expectm

'?rt

Bookcases

TONIGHT AT COMMERCIAL CLUB
ROOMS THEY WILL LISTEN
TO HARRY MINOR
J. Harry Minor, who is logging the
Old Trails . road from Los Angeles,
Calif., arrived in Las Vegas this af-

txtvi

COMPARE

y

It is the highest grade of shortening that can be produced

SALES COMPANY1

..

and Baker

WHAT IS IT?

wm

LASTOAS'rORD

tain resori Carriage out every Saturday morning, returning following
Friday; charge, including . passage
both ways $10. Special rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas,
Box B. Leave orders at Murpney's
or Plaza hotel. Adv. '

John H York
Grocer

fFay Miller has resigned his position as a clerk for the Lag Vegas
Mercantile company and will enter
The Modern. Woodinen'ot America
the employment of the Santa F Rail-wawill hold thelr'regtilar meeting tonight
company here as a brakeman.
in the V. O. W. hail on Sixth street.
The Ladies League of' the First Every member is urged to be presPresbyterian church will meet tomor- ent.
row afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the
Fred C'orbeit, the dairyman, is dehome of Mrs. J. R. Bak,er, 800 National avenue. A large attendance Is livering milk with an automobile; now
desired.
having equipped a small machine with
a container for a large number of
Boota and shoes made to order, bottles of the white fluid.
cripples fitted perfectly. Repairing.
After a hearing before Judge David
I have
my shop at 521
Sixth street and invite all my old J. Leahy, Bernardo Gold, a laborer
customers as well as new to call. Joe aged 46 years, has been committed to
the Slate Hospital for the Insane.
Martin. Adv.
Gold was born in Santa Fe but has
A meeting of the board of directors been a resilient of Las Vegas for sevof the Commercial club has been call- eral years.
ed for tomorrow night, but will be
Bias Duran has filed suit, in the
postponed until Wednesday evening.
All members are requested to be pres- district, court for divorce from his
ent at that time.
wife, Paulita Rieo de Duran. He, alleges that his. wife, to whom he was
Special music attended the services married in 1890, has deserted him,
held at the Presbyterian church yes- having left his home the latter part
terday morning. On account of no of last year. Mr. Duran asks the cusservices being held at the Methodist tody of the three children, Jose, Apo- church yesterday the attendance at lonio and Ramona, and requests that
the Presbyterian church was unusual- the community property be declared
to be his in total..
ly large.

OF

THE LARGEST STOCK

A .special

LUtAL: NEWS

carry

We-als-

AO

TIRES
iib--

SON

TU BES

,-

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski- n

j:

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto,,.
..

need-

,

over-assesse- d

'

.

From every indication the class
play of the class of 1914 of the High
school, entitled,
gy," to be staged during commencement week, will eclipse any otber pro
duction ever given by a class gradu
ating j from ' that school This announcement came from Superintend
ent Rufus Mead tills morning.
The rehearsals for the nlay have
been conducted steadily for the past
several weeks, and under the super
vision of Miss Catherine Davis, Eng
lish ' instructor for the High, school.
the play should be a complete success.
The city schools are busy at the
present time with the final examinations of the students, and also pre
paring for the busy commencement
week.

The entertainment, given Saturday
afternoon and evening at the Brownl
theater by the pupils of the grades ot
the ,New Mexico Normal ' University
was a credit to the children and a
credit, to the schnnL The littl foi
snowed talent and training in dancing
andi singing., The children of the First
and Second grades were trained by
their teacher, Miss Watt. The pupils,
the Third and Fourth grades were
trained by Miss Mangan, their ':
Tip Eighth, .grade orchestra, trained by Miss Cluxton, played
INSANE MAN DEPORTED
well, r The orchestra iB composed of
the following:
Ida Harper, first vio'
lin; Neva rChambem-teeonviolin BY CANADIAN OFFICERS
Marselle, cornet: Caldwell Archi
..... ;
r
bald, drum; Lena Langston and LueP. j
.JULIO SANDOVAL IS COMMITTED
la Condon, piano.,
.TO THE ASYLUM UPON HIS
.NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
ARRIVAL. HERE
;r
'
.tNotofe is
hereby given that the an
Julio Sandoval, who was deported
nual tnee
,:of the, Btockiholdeillof
the Southwestern Savings, Loan and from Canada under the terms of the
Building Association of Las Vegas, N. immigration treaty between the UniM., will be held at the office of said ted States and its neighbor on
the
Association, on TJncolm Avenue, in the north, this morning was committed to
City of Las Vegas, State of New Mex the State Hospital for the Insane af
ico, on the 19th day of May, 1914, at ter a hearing .before Judge David J.
4 o'clock ' p. m. for the purpose of Leahy.
Sandoval recently went to
electing a full Board of Directors for Calgary, Alta., Canada. There he got
the ensuing year and for the transact into an altercation with a Chinaman,
tion of such other business as may who struck him on the head with, a
rock. The Chinaman was sent to
properly come before said meeting.
jail. The officers discovered that
ROBT- - L. M, ROSS,
I
Sandoval was mentally unbalanced, so
j' 'Secretary.
Dated at East Ias Vegas. N. M., May they sent him back to Las Vegas, his
:'
1M8 former home.
6, 1914.
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CONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FC3 ITS PEEFECTNESS

I

ho Las ' VcHas 4utimobiIe
and Machine Shop

D isti 1 1 Sd
i,:TT

Wat er

if

PRICES
Less than 100 pounds
100 to 200 pounds, inclusive.
Over 200 to 1000 pounds, . .
Ton lots,

50c per cwt.

40c per cwt.

30c per cwt.
20c per cwt.

CRYSTAL ICE & CREAMERY CO.
Phone 227 Main
ASK ABOUT OUR COUPON BOOKS

